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- ABSTRACT -

The major drought whicn swept across sub-Saharan Africa during
 

the period 1968-74 caused political upheaval, widespread starvation
 

of livestock and people, and focused the world's attention on this
 

fragile environment. Since this drought, substantial amounts of
 

food aid and development assistance have been sent to the area.
 

The thrust of this report, prepared as a part of the Rockefeller
 

Foundation's "Conquest of Hunger" program is on the dual challenge;
 

food production and resource conservation - approached with an
 

ecological perspective.
 

For the purposes of this study, the ecological zones as
 

defined by climatic factors are the Saharian (less than 200 mm of
 

rainfall), the Sahelian (200-400 mm of rainfall) and the Sudanian
 

(400-800 mm of rainfall). A profile of these areas below 800 mm
 

(31.5 inches) of rainfall is in Section I of this report, including
 

a discussion of climate, soils, vegetation, energy, demographic
 

characteristics, infrastructure, agricultural practices, and
 

regional political and development organizations.
 

Section II of this report deals with the causes of desert 

encroachment and some proposed solutions to this problem as the 

countries in the region struggle to produce food for an expanding 

population.
 

At the present time, there are about 50 million people in 

the Sahelian and Sudanian zones. While it may be possible to 

sustain this many people with proper management of the resources, 

it is also apparent that, under present practices, the soils and 
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vegetation are rapidly deteriorating. The process of desertification
 

is obvious, measurable by accepted scientific standards, and largely
 

man-caused. "The problem is simply that there are more people and
 

more 	animals on the land than it can support" -- and, the population
 

will 	double in about 25 years.
 

Overall food produrtion is not now keeping pice with population
 

growth. To increase food production and, at the same time, slow
 

down, or reverse the desertification process, will require the
 

adoption of a "holistic approach." The following eight categories
 

are 	considered essential to this "formula for progress:"
 

(1) 	Responsible government programs and policies
 

(2) 	Proper use of resources - land, water, vegetation
 

and energy
 

(3) 	 Education and research as an investment in progress 

(4) 	Focus on the farmer and pastoralist to create the
 

incentive to produce
 

(5) 	Application of science and appropriate technology
 

(6) 	Balanced family nutrition
 

(7) 	Effective development assistance
 

(8) A consideration of the ecological balance
 

Adaptations of this formula must be made to fit individual country
 

situations. Furthermore, without the cooperation and commitment of
 

local people, governments, and institutions, no permanent progress
 

can be made.
 

The Rockefeller Foundation has some unique capabilities to
 

assist with the dual challenge in the area. However, in these regions
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of low rainfall and fragile environments, the possibilities for
 

simple solutions and rapid payoffs are remote. Never-the-less,
 

there are good opportunities for improving coordination and
 

communications among development agencies, assisting with educa

tion and training programs, and stimulating new innovations in
 

research, particularly on water conservation, energy alternatives,
 

and proper land use. The magnitude of the challenge should not
 

discourage an appropriate beginning.
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INTRODUCTION
 

This report has been prepared for the Rockefeller Foundation as
 

a part of the "Conquest of Hunger" program. The focus is on the food
 

production potential of the marginal lands in the arid and semi-arid
 

regions south of the Sahara Desert in Afri-a from Senegal to Somalia.
 

These regions are identified as the Sahel [an/Sudanian Zones, with the
 

more fragile environments lying north of the 800 millimeter rainfall.
 

isohyet.
 

Observations and recommendations in this report are drawn from
 

the author's professional experience, visits to several arid areas
 

of the aorld, contacts with scientists and technicians in these regions,
 

n review of selected literature, and specific field studies in the
 

Sahelian/Sudanian Zones in 1980. Previous field trips to the semi

desert and desert areas to the north of the Sahara in Algeria, Libya, 

and Egypt reveal similar patterns of man-accelerated desert encroachment. 

Also, the fringe areas of the Rub a] Khal.i, or Empty Quarter, of Saudi 

Arabia demonstrate the constant struggle by sparse vegetation against 

the ravages of nature con fouvded by the impact of man and animals. 

This study is approached with an ecological perspective -- empha

sizing the resource base for I ivestock graz Lnag and rain-fed crop pro

duction. Periodic drought, such as the one during the period 1968-74
 

which caused severe losses of livestock and people, must be considered
 

as a basic component of the environmental complex. The dual challenge
 

for the area is to increase fond production for a population that will 

double in about 25 years and, at the same time, to reverse til p rocess 

of desert encroachment annl resourcc deterioration. 
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SECTION I
 

PROFILE OF THE SAHELIAN/SUDANIAN ZONES
 

A. THE RESOURCE BASE
 

1. Climate and Water Resources
 

(a) Climate
 

The overriding environmental factor in the identification of
 

the Sahelian/Sudanian Region is climate--particularly rainfall. For
 

the purpose of study, the major ecological zones are identified according
 

to annual rainfall isohyets as follows:
 

Saharian - less than 200 mm (7.9 inches)
 

Sahelian - 200-400 mm (7.9 - 15.8 inches)
 

Sudanian - 400-800 mm (15.8 - 31.5 inches)
 

Guinean - over 800 nun (31.5 inches) 

This classification has been adapted from the reports of the
 

Permanent Inter-State Committee on Drought Control in the Sahel (CILSS)
 

and the Club Du Sahel. However, it must be emphasized that the CILSS
 

activities are usually confined to eight (8) countries in West Africa.
 

The present study projects beyond the CILSS definition of "Sahel" to
 

include the eastern Sub-Sahara as well. Thus, all areas between Senegal
 

and Somalia below the 800 mm isohyet are a pait of this discussion.
 

(See Figure 1) Typical photos of the Sahelian and Sudanian Zones are
 

shown in Figures 2-5.
 

A brief review of literature indicates the lack of standardization
 

in climate and ecological terminology. Fauck (1) defines the "Sahel"
 

as the area with an annual rainfall ranging from 100-750 mm. He also
 

states, "The word 'Sahel' actually corresponds to very variable ecosys

tems, and .... the concept of the isohyet proves to be an inadequate way
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to characterize its boundaries. Aridity is the only thin; common to all 

ecosystems." Gallais and Sidikou (2) de f ine tlie "Sudan-SaheI Zone'' 

as limited by the 300-600 mm isohvets. (ockrum (3) places the "Sahel 

Zone" at 300-650 nm and tie "Sudan Zone" at 65(-900 mm -- all within a 

"Savanna Belt" lying south of the "Desert Bielt" blow 100 omm. The 

United Nations "Sudano-SaheLian" Off ice (UNSO) broadened its definition 

to include 15 Sub-Saharan countries for its major programs on deserti

fication control. 

The extreme variability of precipitationi in time and space is an 

essential characteristic of the Salhe lian/Snala Zones. lor example, in 

a single rainy season, between the sta ti ons of HIakel and Dakar, which are 

both located on the 500 mm isohvet, a rainfall dif fe rence of 270 was 

recorded in 1972 (4). It is ;Also true in most of these ,rid z:ones tON 

more years fall. below the ave rage than abhove. 

In the Sai ian/Sudanian Zones, the annal nLi:at inIvapo-trrns

piration of over two (2) meters, alwavs exceeds the rainf;alI (5). A 

recent study of drought of the Sahel, involving 78 experimental basin:h 

shows that uvaporat ion varies appro.imatcl, inv rse] v wi Lh prer ipit "t 

as rainfall dcurreases, evaporation i nc reises (6). Therefore. arkdi,. 

increases much faster t:han the isohyets indic, Ite. 

The reg,in is also charaterized Q a 2-1 month monsoon-Ik!:l_:e :ainy 

season alternating with ,a lon g 8-10 mothlhot dr- season. The length 

of the rainy season incrceases as ie average rainfall increases. The 

difference between the wet and dry seaslions is made even great(r i the 

desiccatiig eastern wind, the ''iacmattan," whi clh is caused by Siar:i 

high pressures, and which, in the dry season, "burns its way across all. 

Sudan Africa." (1') 
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Rainfall and available water supplies also determine the distribution
 

of people in the sub-Saharan Zones. The pastoralists follow the range
 

forage and the livestock water supplies. However, livestock diseases,
 

mosquitoes, tsetse flies and other insects as well as problems with human
 

health limit the southward migration and sedentary development. Pelisser
 

and Diarra (4) state, "Of al.] the historical and technological reasons
 

which help to explain why the Sudan valleys are so uninhabited, there is
 

one that is overriding: the terrible danger of onchocerciasis or 'river
 

blindness.' The Sudan savnnas are hyperendemic foci of this disease."
 

Periodic drought is the major climatic factor of concern to resource
 

management in the region. Much discussion has, therefore, been centered
 

around drought frequency. However, recorded rainfall records in this
 

part of Africa cover only a short period of time -- 40-50 years at a
 

limited number of locations. This makes it difficult to identify clima

tic trendq if, indeed, they exist, or to predict future drought. While
 

the drought of 1968-74 received special attention at the World Food Con

ference in Rome, bad droughts were reported in 1913-16 and in 1940-46 (2).
 

North of the Sahara, the period 1920-_ was also cited as an extended dry 

period. There are major or minor droughts in parts of the vast sub-

Sahara almost every year. In 1979-80, parts of EthiopLia, Kenya and the 

Sudan were exper cocng drought serious enough to cnause food shortages 

and create conflicts among pastoralists and farmers. 

Clantz and Klatz (7) sum up effectively with the statement, "The 

mistaken idea tlhat drought in the Sahel is an unexpected event has often 

been used to excuse the fact that loing-range planning has failed to take 

rainfall varlabil i into cmmnt . Peopll blane tthe climate for ailures 
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TYPICAL SAHELIAN ZONE
 

Figure 2. 	 Scattered Baobab trees and mixed anounlI-lerennial 
grasses and forbs are a common charateristic of 
the Sahelian Zone. 

Figure 3. Shelin Zone veget at ion i ndaL ing uvidnee of 
heavy grazing pressure. The arca is dnminnted 
by annual grasses and l(ss-desirahle forbs. 
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TYPICAL SUDANIAN ZONE
 

Figulro 4. T hs t1W ludan[;n' Zon L11tphoL_, wsWS 
tLpicaI ov rL roInI', cov r oF t Ires with 
a fL ir st and 0 f pe rtlill 1 girlsse. 

.. ... ... .
 

Figkutire 5. A d,,nlse st: m l ,:,1 'e ,n,ni;il ; -t -- ,. .-, 

J~ r u1, %-'iLbI cr;It tcrccd t I- c(-; aIIId lirIIsl11 
The tICIIS it V (IC t l Ir ';t, i lW t-;ts Q witL 
L ie IU ' i r i f;llII . 
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in semi-arid regions making it a scapegoat for faulty population and
 

agricultural practices. It will, therefore, be crucial that decision
 

makers know what statistical and quasi-statistical measures mean.
 

no single number can adequately describe the climate regime of at.
 

arid or semi-arid region."
 

(b) Water Resources
 

Rainfall is the crucial element in supplying the water resources
 

for the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones. The utilization of this limited rain

fall, which occurs during the months of June through September, for
 

range vegetation and crop production depends, of course, on the timing
 

and intensity of the rains and soil infiltration rates. The part of
 

the rainfall that is not absorbed by the soil moves into the drainage
 

systems and may be partially recovered later for irrigated agriculture.
 

Some major water sources that provide year-round water and play 

a very important role in the sub-Saharan Zones are: The Senegal River 

in Mali, Mauritania and Senegal; the Niger River in Mali, Niger, Upper 

Volta and Nigeria; the Lagone-Chari Lake Chad System in Chad, Niger, 

Nigeria and Cameroun; and the Nile and its tributaries in Ethiopia, 

Kenya, Sudan and Egypt. A brief discussion of these systems follows: 

The Senegal River Basin. The Senegal River, some 1,800 Km long
 

with a drainage area of about 290,000 square kilometers, is the second
 

largest in West Africa, and yields an annual average flow of over 20 

billion cubic meters. The river basin occupies more than 19 percent 

of the area of Senegal, almost 13 percent each of Mali and Guinea, and 
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locations in the region. From L. Berry, MAB Technical
 
Notes, UNESCO, 1975.
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about 7 percent of Mauritania. In the south the rainy season occurs
 

from April through October, while in the north it lasts only from July
 

to September. The annual floods in the lower reaches occur only in
 

the July-December period. There are irrigated farms all along the
 

river where access can be made and soils are suitable for production.
 

Niger River Basin. The physical basin of the Niger River is
 

shared by nine countries: Guinea, Mali, Upper Volta, Ivory Coast,
 

Niger, Chad, Cameroun, Benin, and Nigeria.
 

The Niger River basin has an area of about 1,000,000 Km2. The
 

mainstream Niger River is approximately 4,000 Km long, but the width 

of the basin varies between 300 and 500 Km only. The hydrologic 

character of the Niger is a favorable one [or the hundreds of miles 

of arid country through which it maintains a perennial flow and 

irrigated crop production follows this river. The Niger flow down

stream is characterized by very wide seasonal variation. Low flow
 

discharges limit the river's potential, or at the least impose 

relatively high development costs for most uses of the water, 

particularly in the middle reaches of the basin (Agency for Inter

national Development, pp. 189-190). 

Lake Chad Basin. Lake Chad is unique because of its fresh 

water. The rivers entering the lake bring in about 3 million tons 

of sediment per ycar and an equal amount of dissolved solids (salt 

and silica. The water is, however, fresh and quite suitable for 

irrigation of almost all crops. 



The geographic basin of Lake Chad is an extensive, almost
 

circular region, covering some 2.5 million Km2 . It is a self

contained drainage area, except during periods of extreme flood,
 

when flood-waters from the Logone River escape from the basin 

by spilling over the Gauthiot (formerly MacLeod) cataracts in
 

a south westerly direction into the Kebi River and thence into
 

the\Benue, a major tributary of the Niger River.
 

The Nile River. The Nile River is probably the most drama

tic illustration of the importance of water to food production
 

and the life of people in the arid and semi-arid zones of Africa.
 

For example, in the Sudan, most of the people are concentrated 

along the Nile Valley. From Khartoum, located at the Confluence 

of the Blue and 1ile Niles, the river still has 1750 miles to 

go before it reaches the Mediterranean through Egypt. Irrigation 

development, such as the large Gezira scheme near Khartoum, is
 

critical to the economy of these areas. 

Underground Aquifers. Another source of water vital to the 

development of the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones is underground water. 

To an increasing extent, livestock and village water is supplied 

by "bore holes." Also, underground aquifers are being developed 

for irrigatcd agriculture. Most of the sub-Saharan countries 

have hydrologic data or are conducting major hydrologic surveys 
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to determine the potential for further underground water development. It
 

appears that there are good opporuunities for expansion, but little is
 

known about the nature of the aquifers themselves. Much of the extraction
 

may be from geologic or "fossil water" with very little recharge potential.
 

Since water is so crucial to the future of the region, much more research 

is needed on potential supplies and conservation techniques. 

2. Soils
 

A generalized map of the soils south of the Sahara is shown in 

Figure 7. This map served as the basis for discussion in Man and the 

Biosphere Technical Report No. 1 prepared by UNESCO in 1975 (5). ile 

this presentation has value for some purposes, it tends to mask the 

extreme variability within each soil group. 

For many individual countries more detailed soils information 

is available. For example, M. Cavand, an OSTROM pedologist, has written 

a seven-volume treatment on the soils of Niger. French pedologists 

have also prepared good background soils and geologic maps of Upper 

Volta. 

Berry (5) points out tha: the soils in the Sahel ian/Sudanian 

region have developed in part in relation to current climatic condi

tions and topography and in part are inherited from past climates. 

Pleistocene fossil sand dunes can be identified in parts of the region
 

as well as Tertiary and pre-Pleistocene lake beds.
 

Natural fertility tends to increase from north to south, due to 

climatic effects. Pockets of potentially fertile soils occur in most 

zones, for example, the Gezira clays of the Sudan and some of the clays 
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and clay-loams further west in the Niger and Chad Basins. In general, 

most of these soils can be adapted to crop production under proper 

management if water is made available. Exceptions exist in some areas 

where soils are shallow or the soil profile contains restrictions to 

free water movement. 

A 20-year soil fertility and crop rotation study at the Saria 

Agricultural Experiment Station in Upper Volta indicated that crop 

yields tended to decine even under high rates of inorganic fertilizer
 

application (N, P, K) unless manure 
was added as organic matter. Some
 

of the sub-Sahara soils also have a problem with high acidity. 
 Sanchez
 

and Buol (8) report in Niger and Upper Vol ta piH values as low as 4.5
 

to 5.2 and that "it was truly s;triking to realize the presence or acid 

soils in an almost desertic environment" ... due to the low calcium 

content of the parent materials. However, in some closed basins with 

poor drainage and high evaporation rates, the problem of salt accumula

tion can be serious (6). 

For most of the arid zones included in this study, while soil fer

tility is a concern, the major problem is poor water infiltration and
 

protection of the soil 
from wind and water erosion. Cultivated lands
 

subjected to long dry periods without cover or
plant residue are exposed
 

to wind erosion. 
 Also, when the rains come, water erosion becomes a
 

problem. In fact, field and aerial observations indicated far more
 

active water erosion than one might expect in Arid Zones. Berry (5) 

states that the highest rates of soil loss in the Sahelan Zone are 
2 

on ferruginous soils, where over 200 tons per kn2 may he lost each 

year. The clay soils are more resist ant to erosion than the sands. 

A comprehensive map of erosion danger in Africa south of the Sahara 
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was prepared under the auspices of OSTROM in Paris. One of the best
 

summary papers on soil erosion in the Sahelian Zone was given by
 

R. Fauck, Inspector General de I'OSTROM for the International Symposium
 

on Rainfed Agriculture in 1977 (1). Dr. Fauck lists the following
 

characteristics which determine susceptibility to erosion: (1) texture
 

of surface horizon, (2) quality of surface structure and aggregate

size destruction, (3) permeability of upper horizon, (4) amount and forms
 

of calcium carbonates, and (5) the clay's minerologic type. Dr. Fauck
 

further states his belief that, "It seems possible to conclude that the
 

fight to control erosion must be based on controlling runoff by
 

increasing infiltration."
 

Evidence of localized soil variability is indicated by the selec

tivity of the local farmers in their choice of land for periodic culti

vation. These farmers know which lands respond the best to their tradi

tional "burn and plant" practices. Also, the fluctuations in soil depth
 

and profile characteristics, such as those found at the Kamboinse Experi

ment Station near Ouagadougou, present special problems for variety
 

testing and cultural treatment evaluations.
 

3. Native Vegetation
 

The vegetation complex in the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones is a product
 

of the variation in soils, climate, burning practices and grazing pressure.
 

There are over 1000 species of grass, forbs, trees and shrubs in the region.
 

In spite of this variation there are some characteristic vegetation types
 

that are similar all the way across the zone from Senegal to Somalia.
 

UNESCO has compiled the generalized vegetation maps of the region shown
 

in Figures 8 and 9.
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1 2 3 4 5 6- 7 8 f . . 

I Montane grassland, forest and thicket, undifferentiated
 
2 Tropical moist forest
 
3 Tropical forest-savanna mosaic. Undifferentiated tropical
 

woodlands, savannas and steppes 
4 Relatively moist types 
5 Relatively dry types
6 Tropical woodlands - Ethiopian type 
7 Tropical wooded steppes and grasslands 
8 Desert 

Figure 8. A Regional Map of Natural Vegetation Types (UNESCO, 1975)
 

2Coastal margin I Mossi Uplands 21 Eastern Desert 
2 Low plains 12 Niger and Benue Valleys 22 Nubian Sandstone Desert
 
3 Senegal Valley 13 Northern Desert 23 Jebel Marra RegIon
 
4 Sandstone plateaux 14 Adrar des Iforas 24 Low Ooz
 
5 Hodh 15 Regions of Dallols and Wadis 25 High Ooz
 
6 Sdgou Basin 16 HIgh Plains 26 Nuba Mountains
 
7 Tiribuktu Basin 17 Jos Plateaux 27 Clay Plains and Nile Valley
 
8 Sandstone plateaux 18 Chad Basin 28 Butana
 
9 High plateaux 19 Tagama 29 Red Sea Hills
 

I0 Guinea Highlands 20 Air 

Figure 9. A Classification of Environmental Regions (UNESCO, 1975) 
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In general, the density of the overstory of tree and brush species
 

increases from North to South, moving from a sparse Savannah near the
 

desert to more typical. forest types in the high rainfall zones. Some
 

forest trees with wide distribution are: The Acacias (A. seyal, A. sene

gal, A. ehrenbergiana, A. tortilis and A. albida), baobab (Adansonia 

digitata), Balanites aegytiaca, llyphaene thebaica, Commiphora africana, 

Guicera senegalensis, Grewia tenax, and several species of Combretum (9).
 

The dominant appearance of most of the area is that of a Savannah type.
 

The understory of grasses and forbs al ;o shows some characteristic
 

patterns with annual grasses predominating near the desert, moving to
 

mixed annual-perennial grasses and forbs to more perennial- tall grasses,
 

with more species variation, in the higher rainfall areas. Some typical 

annual grasses are the grassbur (Cenchrus spp), several species of three

awn (Aristida spp), Eragrostis tremula, Dactyloctenium aegyptium,
 

Diheteropogon hagerupii, Loudetia togoensis, etc. Some of the more
 

common perennial grasses are Panicums, Andropogons such as A. gayanus,
 

Diheteropogon spp., Ctenium spp., Pennisetum spp., 
etc.
 

Houerou (9), following the pattern established by earlier scientists, 

classifies the "geobotanical., ecological and range management subzones" 

as follows:
 

Sahelo Sudanian: Rainfall 100-200 mm (3.9 - 7.9 inches) 

Typical Sahelian: Rainfall 200-400 mm (7.9 - 15.8 inches) 

Sudano Sahelian: Rainfall 400-600 mm (15.8 - 23.6 inches) 

Because of the variability within and between these zones, no attempt 

has been made here to identify individual plant species associated ith 

specific range sites or succession-regression patterns. Pratt and Gwynne 

(10) summarize the vegetation complex very well in the following paragraph: 
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"There is diversity also in the eye of the observer. Vegetation
 

can be regarded as a timber resource, a tsetse or disease habitat,
 

an indicator of climatic conditions, an impediment to cultivation,
 

a unit of certain grazing potential, a habitat for wild animals
 

or a scenic attraction."
 

There are very few areas where the vegetation has not been substan

tially altered by man through heavy grazing, burning, tree removal, or 

periodic cultivation.
 

It is obvious that frequent and irresponsible use of fire has 

changed the vegetation complex through time to more fire-resistant brush, 

forbs or grass species. Some of these plants are remarkably tolerant to 

fire and some may actually thrive under the practice -- partially because 

of the reduction in competition from less fire-resistant species;. Fire 

also speeds up the regression sequence from a perennial grass understorv 

to annual grasses such as Aristida and Cenchrus. 

Periodic cultivation completely destroys the understory vegetation
 

and the natural recovery rate is very slow -- depending partly upon an 

available seed source and partly on the associated soil dliturbance or 

erosion. In most of the region, some trees are not removed in the 

process of cultivation but may be harvested later for wood. 

The most alarming portrait one gets from a study of the vegetation 

complex is the "evidence of continuous overgrazing." There are striking 

indicators of retrogression: changes in plant species composition, 

marked reduction in total plant cover in the more arid zones, trends 

toward annual grasses in rainfall zones that should continue to support 

perennial vegetation, and soil disturbance. Also, over vast areas, 

there is no reproduction of some of t ,e characteristic (and valuable) 
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tree and brush species -- Baobab and Acacia albida are two examples. 

Undesirable and unpalatable weeds such as milkweed and Cassia have
 

invaded some areas around water holes and villages.
 

While "potential" range productivity increases from North to South 

with rainfall, the "present" productivity is far below this potential 

due to poor management practices. There are several publications which 

list estimates of total biomass for certain range types in the Sahelian/ 

Sudanian Zones. Needless to say, these estimates range frLm a few 

hundred kilograms per hectare up to several thousand. To generalize 

again may be misleading, but estimates by llouerou of carrying capacity 

appear reasonable: "The Saharo Sahelian subzone produces 30-40 grazing 

days/ha/yr, or an average yearlong carrying capacity of 10-12 hectares 

per UBT (Unite de Betail. Tropical). The typical Sahel subzone gives 

80-100 grazing days with a year-long carrying capacity of five (5) hectares 

per UBT. The Sudano Sahelian subzone produces an average 150 grazing days, 

with a year Long stocking rate of 3.5 hectares per UBT." Present stocking 

rates, based on year-long grazing, are many times more than these recommen

dations in most of the sub-sahara region. The long-dry season presents a 

special problem with overstocking and lack of forage. 

Only a few fenced-exclosures have been established across the zone
 

to provide some indication of original plant cover or rate of response to 

protection from grazing and fire. Also, some of these exciosures are 

probably too small to eliminate the effects of extra pressure from rodents, 

wildlife, insects or disturbed soil conditions. Recommendations concerning 

more range research are contained in another portion of this paper. 

4. En e rtgy 

Energy at the present time is one of the major concerns in the develop

ment of the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones of Africa. As stated by Lahmeyer, 
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et al (11)., "The Sahel countries' energy supply does not consist solely of
 

oil products, electricity, etc; but also, and indeed first and foremost,
 

includes firewood (used mainly for cooki.ng). Today, firewood is the
 

Sahel's main energy source, and covers 60-90% of demand for energy."
 

And, unfortunately this demand is far outreaching the available supply,
 

leading to virtual elimination of all tiee and brush species within
 

reasonable harvesting distances of most cities and larger villages.
 

Population increases and changing land-use patterns are accelerating
 

the deforestation process. Agarwal (12) calls this, "the poor man's
 

energy crisis" citing that "ninety-five percent of the people in rural
 

areas of the Third World depend on firewood for cooking and heating, ...
 

a manual laborer in Niamey, Niger, must spend one-fourth of his income
 

on fuel. "
 

As the distances to firewood increase, charcoal production becomes
 

more important since it is easier to transport. But, charcoal is a very
 

inefficient way to capture the fuel calories in wood -- particularly with
 

the antique methods of production. Charcoal production has been banned
 

in some Sahelian countri s and is being promoted by foreign aid in others.
 

It is estimated that there are more calories burned or lost in the process
 

of preparing the food for the family than the calories provided in the
 

food itself.
 

In the 1979 Annual Report to Congress, USAID reported (13), "Wood
 

is by far the most important energy resource in the Sahel - 60-90%,
 

depending upon the country -- and consumption is high (0.6 cubic meters
 

per person annually). To substitute oil products for the total quantity
 

of wood now used is not feasible either fronm an economic or technological 

standpoint. The rate of reforestation is far too slow and no adequate
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Figure 10. Firewood for cooking is the most critical energy
 
problem in the Sahelian Zone. The people must 
now seek supplies from the forested areas to the
 
south. 

Figure 1 1. As wood supplies d isappear, the reliance on manure, 
sorghLmI stalks, and other organic materials has 

inc r ;lscd. 
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substitutes are available. The continued reduction of wood supplies has
 

already forced more use of manure and sorghum stalks for cooking.
 

Nigeria is the only country in the group that produces sizable quan

tities of oil although recent discoveries in Southern Sudan have created
 

some optimism. Oil is expensive in all countries of the zone -- particu

larly, to the food producer. Costs up to $3.50 per gallon were not
 

uncommon in March, 1980. Petroleum prices also impact on fertilizer costs
 

and recent increases have reduced nitrogen use in parts of the region. 

Transportation consumes a high share of the imported energy. 

Present studies indicate that there is a good potential for further 

development of hydroelectric power. This source of power has been 

competitive with electricity from thermal plants since the 1973 crisis, 

and its relative advantage will. grow further as the cost of imported 

oil products increase. AID (14) reports that, "less than one percent
 

of the hydroelectric power has been harnessed." This report further
 

states that (for the CILSS countries), "All. of the region's needs for
 

energy can be met with hydroelectric rather than fuel-powered plants." 

One must assume that this refers only to electricity and further that 

there are few legal or environmental restrictions to maximum development 

of the water source. 

As new solar technologies develop, the sub-Sahara will have a vast 

potential for the utilization of solar energy. A discussion of this 

research is in another portion of this paper. At any rate, is Smil (1-5) 

states, "By retaining and improving manv.' traditional uses of renewable 

energies, developing nations can avoid excessive dependence upon fossil 

fuels." 
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B. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS
 

1. Population: Numbers and Distribution
 

It is estimated that about 185 million people are in the countries
 

containing Sahelian/Sudanian ecological zones. Population characteristics
 

of ten (10) of these countries are shown in Table I. Probably more
 

than 50 million of these people are dependent upon the sub-Sahara resource
 

base for a livelihood. The USAID 1980 Annual Report to Congress on the
 

"eight Sahelian states," the Francophone countries, states, "It is here 

that the Sahara must be arrested to protect the Sahel's 30 million inhabi

tants (14)." The additional 20 million are in the arid zones of East 

Africa. 

Throughout the region, growth rates are rapid, ranging from 2.0--3.6 

percent per year. This means that for the area as a whole, the population 

will double in about 25 years. However, Houerou ( 9 ) states, "Population 

growth is 2.5 - 3.0% per annum in the settled communities and 1.5 - 2.0% 

among the pastoralists; i.e., the population of settled farmers doubles 

every 23-28 years whereas the nomadic population doubles in 35-46 years." 

He further states that it is a wrong assumption that nomads do not become 

settled farmers because many of them have settled since the disastrous 

drought of 1968-73. 

The percentage of the people in the arid and semi-arid areas who 

are true nomads is difficult to determine. "Transhumance" is a more 

acceptable term to some social scientists than the term Nomadism since 

most of the movements are seasonal. Some pastoralists may move only 

short distances, while others move as much as 600-1000 kilometers each 

year in their search for grass as they attempt to adjust to rainfall and 

livestock water availability. 
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A study by Dr. Ali Darag Ali (16) in the Sudan, shown in Figure 12,
 

indicates some of the complicated seasonal patterns of movements of five (5)
 

tribes in Kordofan province. He states that 40% of the people in the Sudan
 

are "Nomadic." However, there is evidence that many Nomads have incorporated
 

cultivation into their traditional nomadic economy. One baseline study in
 

Upper Volta (17) reported that 25% of the Mossi (traditional. farmers) own
 

cattle and nearly all of the Fulani (traditional pastoralists) farm some
 

land. In r;mite of this trend, Nomadism or Transhumance patterns are still
 

a major characteristic of a high percentage of the population of the Sahe

lian/Sudanian Zones.
 

Recent demographic studies also indicate a continuing rural to urban
 

migration pattern although 50% of the population is still classed as rural
 

(AID). Cohen (18) reports that in six of these countries, "the urban
 

population of the Sahel is expected to triple between 1975 and 2000; an
 

addition of 8 million people, at least half of them migrants." This paper
 

also points out that, due to thuse migration patterns, the population of
 

the urban areas is becoming more diverse -- "the older the city, the more
 

diverse the composition." Bamako, Dakar, and Niamey have become increas

ingly heterogeneous, now attracting migrants from the far corners of the
 

national territory and beyond. Ouagadougou, almost 60 percent Mossi, and
 

the traditional capital of that ethnic group, has changed more slowly,
 

but it, too, is no longer simply a Mossi-dominated center, as evidenced
 

by a recently appointed non-Mossi mayor.
 

2. Ethnic, cultural, and religious diversity
 

The Ethnic composition of the region from Senegal to Somalia is so
 

diverse that it is more appropriately treated under the individual country
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ANIMAL CONCENTRATION 
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IN KORDOFAN PROVINCE (1966) 
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discussions. However, some 
-f these ethnic and tribal groups cover areas
 

that overlap more than one country. Examples are the Fulani in Senegal,
 

Mali, Niger, Upper Volta, Chad and Nigeria; the Moors in Mauritania,
 

Senegal and Mali; the Taureq in Mali; Upper Volta and Niger; 
the Masai
 

in several East African countries. There are 155 different ethnic groups
 

in Sudan alone.
 

Religion has been and continues to be an important consideration in
 

food production and development. The two excellent historical books by
 

Alan Moorhead, "The Blue Nile" and "The White Nile," point out 
the role of
 

religion in the area in such statements as "The Nile River served.., 
as
 

the point of contact between the desert Arabs and the highland Ethiopians,
 

between Nohammedanism and Christianity, and the Pagan negroes stand as a
 

kind of buffer between the two." He further states about the early settle

ments that, "The part played by religion was very great" ... although "This
 

was not a clearcut issue." The spread of Islam has been faster in the
 

region than the spread of Christianity. Still, perhaps 30% of the people
 

are more appropriately classed as "animist."
 

As an 
excellent summary statement on the people of West Africa, Mr.
 

K. B. Cesante, Ghtlinean Ambassador to Belgium, listed characteristics that
 

apply across the region: "West Africa is full of a great variety of men
 

and women of vitality; Moors, Houisa, Fulani, Tuareg, Bambara, Moshi,
 

Mendigo, Akan, Woluf, Yoruba, Ibo, and Mende to 
name a few. The vivacity
 

and business acumen of the market women in 1.ccra 
or Lagos has to be wit

nessed to be believed. And what West Africa lacks ia landscape beauty
 

it makes up in the variety of its peoples; short and gay, tall and grace

ful, the rich sweating under the loan of conspicuous clothes consumption,
 

the poor compelled to clad himself scantily and comfortably. Variety of
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customs and language also adds to the beaucy: Kiva, Menda, Voltaic,
 

West Atlantic, itnd Hametic languages: a modern Babel. Christian,
 

Moslem, and pagan live side by side in comparative harmony" (19). In
 

this paragraph Mr. Asante described both the strength in variation and
 

the challenge to development that is common to these variables.
 

3. Other Demographic Characteristics
 

The Gross National Product on a per-capita basis in ten of the
 

countries under consideration is shown in Table 2. Nigeria and Senegal
 

have the highest level of income per capita with the lowest in Ethiopia,
 

Mali and Chad. A recent USAID report (20) places the average per capita
 

income for the Sahel at $169 per year compared to $257 for all of Black
 

Africa. The "physical quality of life" index averages about 18, compared
 

to rating of 39 for the 49 lowest income countries in the world. Malaria,
 

measles, river-blindness (onchocerciasis) and various parasitic diseases
 

are rampant.
 

Literacy rates in the region range from a low of about 2% in Mali to
 

about 60% in Kenya. With the rapid population growth there are more actual
 

"numbers of illiterate people" in 
the area each year. Infant mortality is
 

still very high and life expectancy ranges from about 38 to 50 years.
 

C. FOOD AND AGRICULTUIE
 

The Sahelian/Sudanian Zones of Africa now face one of the most serious 

food situations in the world (21). Food production has been lagging behind
 

population growth rates for the past two decades. The area has not fully 

recovered from the prolonged drought of the early' seventies. "The agricul

tural and economic situation has also been seriously disrupted by fighting 

and the movement of large refugee populations, particularly in Chad, Ethiopia, 

Somalia, Sudan and Djibouti." (21)
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Agriculture provides employment for about 80 percent of the population 

and offers the best possibility for economic development over the long term. 

In recent years, agricultural exports have fallen, reducing the availability 

of foreign exchange, and requiring grain imports and other forms of foreign 

aid. 

I. Major Agricultural Crops & Cropping Systems 

Most of the people in the sub-Sahara region are involved in crop or
 

livestock production, with crop production serving as the number one source
 

of employment. Rainfed farming is also more important than irrigated agri

culture. The Club du Sahel reports that, "Even the most optimistic hypothe

sis for the development of irrigated agriculture rezognizes that dryland
 

farming will still be producing between 75 and 80% of the Sahelian food by
 

the year 2000." (22) Estimates indicate a potential for increasing irri

gated acreage at least four times the present level.
 

Dryland farming is still traditional and extensive, with tools and
 

techniques that have undergone very little change for many centuries. Less
 

than 15% of the Sahelian farmers use industrial inputs, and less than 10%
 

use animal traction (22). This subsistence farming provides first for the
 

family and seldom produces surplus for the other people in the economy.
 

In the more arid sections of the region from Senegal to Somalia, and, 

particularly in countries which do not recognize private land ownership, 

there is a serious problem with farming marginal and sub-marginal lands. 

There is little concern for soil conservation, there is no provision for 

systematic fallow, and many lands are burned, cropped for 1-2 seasons, then 

abandoned. In spite of this problem with resource deterioration, a Club 

du Sahel working group in 1979 recommended that (1) new lands must be brought 
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under cultivation, (2) production on lands already under cultivation must
 

be intensified, (3) new varieties of crops with short growth cycles must be
 

developed to make the farmers less vulnerable to drought (22).
 

Millet and sorghum are the most important crops grown across the region
 

with maize and wheat increasing in acreage in the higher rainfall zones.
 

Ground nuts (peanuts) are a common drvland cash crop with rice, cotton, and
 

sugar cane confined to irrigated lands. There are a wide variety of vegeta

ble crops grown in small plots where river or well irrigation water is
 

available. Fodder or feed crops are rare in the area, even though the need
 

for livestock supplements is great. Further discussion of crops is contained
 

in the Imdividual country profiles.
 

Some of the governmentshave sponsored l arge-scale mechanized farming 

programs. The experiece with these projects has varied. Few have been
 

successful but the need for rapid increases in food production may qncourage 

further moves toward mechanized agriculture. However, for the most part, 

these schemes are met with mi::d reac'tions. Agricultutre speciallists in the 

area arc concerined ,hot, (1) brpaking out marginal lands, (2) increasing 

the erosion liazard, (3) proh lems of soil fertility, and (4) displacement of 

people and changing traditional cultures. USATID is not sponsoring any of 

these schemes due to the congression, l mandate to work with the small farmers 

and the poor majority. IHowever, there is an ohvious need for more careful 

evaluation of the pros and cons of mechatiized farming as pressures increase 

for food production in the region. 

2. Livestov I. Pditn tion 

The Sudanean Ecological Zone supports the highest numbers of livestock 

across the region. Limited forage production in the dryer Sahelian and 

Saharan zones restricts livestock to the north and diseases limit popula
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tions in the high rainfall areas south of the 800 mm isohyet. An estimate
 

of livestock productions in the sub-Saharan countries is shown in Table 3
 

(23). The highest numbers of livestock units per capita are found in Mauri

tania and Sudan with the lowest densities in Kenya and Senegal.
 

The number of livestock in the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones increased steadily
 

during the 1960's and up tn the time of the 1968-74 drought. The drought
 

resulted in heavy livestock losses -- about one-fourth of the cattle and one

eighth of the sheep (22). Sheer (24) estimates that, "Extreme rainfall deficits
 

which occurred in 1971-73 caused 40% losses in Mali, over 30% in Upper Volta,
 

Niger and Senegal and possibly more than 60% in Mauritania. Losses further
 

east in the Sudan and Northern Nigeria were also very high. Before the herds
 

were reduced by death, the range was turned to a "dust bed" with irreparable
 

damage to vegetation and soils in many areas.
 

Nearly all cattle races distributed throughout the sub-Sahara Zones
 

are zebu types (25). There are many local variations of this basic breed
 

usually distinctive in color, length of horns, etc., and often identified
 

with the tribal or ethnic pastoralists, such as the Masai or Fulani. There
 

are the white Cobra Zebu of Senegal, the Azawak of Niger, the Boran of
 

Ethiopia, Somalia, and Kenya, the Karimojong in Sudan and Kenya, the large
 

horn types around Lake Chad, and many others.
 

In the range area, for the most part, the hair sheep breeds predominate
 

such as the Fat-rumped black-headed Somali, the Fat-tailed brown Maxai, and
 

the long-tailed Tanzania. Distinctive milk and meat goats have been adapted
 

to the different parts of the zone. Camels are used for transport and for
 

milk and are usual , the one-hump type.
 

Poultry, pigs, and dairy cattle are scattered throughout the region and
 

provide an important sourc.2 of family food or exchange for the crop farmer
 

and for the more sedentary pastoralist.
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TABLE 3
 

Livestock Population in the Sahelian/Sudanian Countries
 

Compiled from the FAO Yearbook, 1977
 

Country Cattle 

Chad 3716 

Ethiopia 26119 

Kenya 7350 

Mali 4076 

Mauritania 1400 

Niger 2900 

Senegal 2440 

Somalia 2654 

Sudan 15892 

Upper Volta 1900 

TOTAL 68447 

Camels 


316 


966 


540 


188 


700 


265 


6 


2000 


2813 


-


7704 


(Thousands) 

Sheep 


2448 


23149 


3900 


4437 


4700 


2560 


1760 


7212 


15248 


1300 


66714 


Livestock Units 
Coats Per Capita 

2448 1.03 

17064 1.08 

4300 0.52 

4057 0.81 

3100 1.89 

6200 0.82 

895 0.50 

8212 0.66 

11592 1.18 

2377 0.37 

60245 
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Figure 17. 	 Cross-bre d sicep f'om a I ivesto'k imprrvemel 

prog rm in Nigeria. 
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Figure 18. 	 Camel. with pactlk sddle and .e;r fur N,''rwdic 
travel. Note the tI-inic F !.mt frt,u,iIt 
Acaria 1imbs in the. ba' kL'wo tMd. 
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Livestock diseases are a limiting factor in livestock production in
 

Africa, particularly in the Sudanean and Guinean Zones. 
 Since there is
 

a great volume of literature available on this subject, it will suffice
 

here to mention only a few of the livestock health problems. Trypanoso

measis, borne by the Tsetse fly, 
is a controlling factor in seasonal
 

livestock movement. 
 Other diseases are streptothrichosis (a skin disease),
 

theileriosis, heartwater, brucellosis, trichomoniasis, vibriosis, infec

tuous pleuropneumonia, Rinderpest, and Foot and Mouth disease (25).
 

IntJrnal and external parasitism is universal. 
 Due to rather sophisti

cated veterinary services in most of these countries, there is fair control
 

of some 
livestock health problems through regular vaccination, dipping
 

and spraying.
 

The most common and critical animal health problem is "hollow-belly" 

malnutrition, vitamin and mineral deficiency, "due to lack of fodder or
 

unbalanced feed." (25) 
 The protein content of the predominant warm season
 

grasses in the 
 region falls off dramatically when the rains cease, although 

field observations show green material in the grass base well into the dry 

season. The common practice of burning removes the dry material ind exposes 

new nHrftious shoots to the animals -- if soil moisture is preseit. 

Pastoral ists prefer the burned over areas for their livestock to start the 

new grazing season. But, while there is some nutritional improvement 

associated with the fire, the loss of the standing "hay stack" for the 

long dry season is critical. Also, the overriding concern about burning 

is the direct destruction of vegetation, the change in species composition 

(toward fire-resistant species or annuals) and the exposure of the surface 

soil to erosion and desertification processes. 
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Supplemental feeding is uncommon and usually restricted to feeding low

quality dry grass or straw. Some pilot feeding programs using peanut hay and
 

cottonseed meal show promise, but will be slow to move into pastoralist tradi

tions. One study in Dara, Senegal, in an area that produces about 1300 kg/ha
 

of plant biomass showed that 2.5 year-old Zebu cattle lost 170 grams/day during
 

the Jan-June dry period. (25) It is estimated that about 1/3 of the new forage
 

In the rainy season goes to replace weight losses during the dry season, thus 

pointing to possible economies in feed supplementation.
 

The average annual consumption of meat is variously estimated at 8kg per 

person (26) to 15-17 kg per person (22). Milk is a very important part of
 

the diet with consumption levels up to 12 or more kg per person per year.
 

Pratt and Gwynne (10) emphasize that the dependence of pastoralists on milk,
 

an important constituent of the diet, is so important that it shapes the herd
 

composition and the range management practices. These authorities state,
 

"Because milk is the pastoral ist's basic need, his herd is composed very differ

entl.y to that of the commerriaL rancher (who emphasizes meat production). Only
 

lactating females produce milk; and nomadic pastoral ists strive to maint ahin 

as many females as possible. Typically, partoraIi sts' herds include 50-607 

of breeding females, compa.'red to a commerci al rancher's 20-251. This in 

turn, leads to herds with an inherent raIpzacitv for veri rapid increase... 

This is one of the principal causes or overgrazing today." (10) 

3. Forestry. 

It was pointed out in the discussion on energy that wood was by far the
 

most critical energy resource in the Sahel ian/Sudanian Zones. While it had
 

been recognized for many years that te: forst.s were being destroyed around
 

the cities and villages, no concerted effort 
was Wade to protect tiLe remaining
 

resources or to reforest denuded areas unt.il after the 1970 drought. Ad,
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although the focus for reforestation has been on energy, it should be empha

sized that tree fmnd brush species in many areas are necessary for livestock 

survival for 4-5 months out of each year. Forests are essential for many 

species of wild! ife and, even more import antlv, trees and brush are critical 

to erosion r"I and prvunt ion desert .ct ci tilt oI en(roachilient 

Natiral] I r egene rtilion ofIforests van orccur only if sLre nuous measures 

are taken for livestock covtrol and restricted wood harvest. Even then, the 

process will be much too slow to meet the wood and forest product needs of 

the expanding population. Regeneration of the trees of the Sahel occurs 

in certain years, when the ranrv season is particularly favorable. (27) For 

certain species of Acacia, seeds must pass through the digestive tract of 

the ruminant animal in order to brualz Ihe dormancy beflore the seeds will. sprout. 

But, tile critical period is tlhe seedling stage since the new shoots are pala

table to rodco t s, small -,<amv, and l iVest:ock . 'i re at the wrong time can also 

be devaistating to the new scedlin gs -- and there is always competition for 

the limited moiSluire as other plants also struggle for sirviva], 

Ratpid p'igress to re-ust;abl ish the forests call onlv he made by artificial 

orirSti l oio. Varciots ustimte,s have been made of the a reage requi rements 

needud to 10.il i ani lreliablu wood supply. Ono Clu b d"i Sahel report (11) 

status that !or the Western Sahel coutilt s, ''lh. sitlt ion calls for 150,000 

hectares of neo loesi p1filantations annually, i.e., 50 times more than at. 

precselnt.'' Reforestat.ition lproels can be see in Nigeria, Sudan, and Ethiopia 

as well as the Wcst Afriin coulltrries. Tost of: these pr)le,'ts require enor

mous expeulitires; in land prepa citlion -- some ovcr $1000 per hoc:tare -- aild 

it. is 1 ifd i, l I i . ciin t l ' tw'ii i:iomit returns v t i u. Est i ates of 

. ninn -.. i h .,-, f : di i crout Lrc nwc; usiu-undur the di ffureur lt soil 

-. ,,, .i ,t ;f - g M,lic r . 



There are a number of tree species and varieties that are suitable for
 

reforestation in the more favorable sites across the zone. Seventy-three (73)
 

different varieties of Eucalyptus have been tested and several established
 

with success (11). Eucalyptus can be harvested 4-5 times from the same base 

about every 6-8 years. Azadirachta indica (Neam) can be rather easily esta

blished around the 400 nmm isohyet and Parkinsonia aculeata can also grow in the 

lower rainfall zones. Several species of Acacia, some native and some intro

duced, are being used for reforestation, particularly A. senegal (gum arabic), 

A. segal, and A. albida.
 

Acacia albida is of special interest since it is native to the sub-Sahara
 

and it has the rather unusual characteristic of shedding its leaves during 

the rainy season. Since it is a legume with nitrogen-fixing capabilities,
 

the leaves and roots add nitrogen to the soil and the areas under the tree
 

are choice spots for cultivation of millet. Houerou (28) reports almost twice
 

the millet yields under the trees as in the open. Also, since the leaves are 

out during the dry season, the limbs are lopped to permit access to livestock 

grazing. "This system was so successful that about 100 years ago Dina Djenne, 

sultan of Zinder (Niger), issued a decree whereby whoever cut Acacia albida 

tree should be beheaded." But, even with this recognition and concern, A. albida 

is also disappearing from the scene. 

Another native tree with unique characteristics is Acacia senegal which 

produces "gum arabic." About 80% of the world's gum arabic production comes 

from the Sudan with the other 20% originating in the other sub-Saharan 

countries. Figures 19 and 20 illustrate t:he techniques for scarring tie 

cambium layer on the Acacia branches and collecting the gum which gradually 

exudes from the scar. Collection is difficult due to the "cat claws" on the 

branches. Gum arabic is used for pha rmaccut ica and cosmetic purposes, as 

an emulsifier for mineral oil, as a stabili zer in lotions, cremes, and 
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Fi.gutrt, 19. 	 Scraping Livrough thLe cambium layer on tihe 
sn;i I1 irhS of Ac ; cNiC SenCII to encourage 

Che flow of "gum a ribi ." This "cat claw" 
Acacia is treacnherous to approach. 

F]i gur 20. Guan rabic exudes fr m the scar in smll 
SI Is reidy for h;Irvust. C lose uip shows 

the stimad;ird tool for cuttiog throtgh the 

(';Inl i tim 1;vcr.' 
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beer, as a sensitizer for film, as a corrosion inhibitor in storage batteries
 

and for other industrial purposes. About 8-9% of the Sudan's export value
 

is gum arabic. Large numbers of these unique trees are disappearing due
 

to the demand for wood and fencing materials. The limbs of Acacia, as
 

well as other tree species, are also cut or "lopped" to permit access to
 

the leaves and fruits by grazing animals.
 

The forest potential in the region can and should be developed in
 

cooperation with range scientists in order to plan multiple-use of the
 

area. Renewed interest in Agro-forestry techniques has been encouraged
 

by such conferences as the one recently held by ILCA in April, 1980, an
 

"International Symposium on Browse in Africa."
 

4. Fishing and aquaculture
 

One report states that Sahelians probably eat as much fish as meat,
 

about 15 kilos per person per year, and that fish account for 15% of the
 

value of exports from the Sahel. (13). Since this report is based upon the
 

CILSS West African countries, which include Lake Chad, values for the
 

total sub-Saharan area will likely fall below these averages. However,
 

the Nile and its tributaries in the East, the Somalia coastline and numerous
 

small inland lakes in Ethiopia, Kenya, Nigeria, and the Sudan also make a
 

contribution to fish supplies.
 

The fishing industries in the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones are not well
 

managed for optimum sustained fish production. There are vast opportunities
 

for improvement in management and for much higher levels of production through 

applying new aquaculture techniques. CILSS, AID, and other organizations are
 

now involved in project development for aquaculture and a major Title XII 

Collaborative Research Program is underway to identify the major constraints 

to fish production from maritime and inland water sources. 
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Figure 21. All types of fish are harvested from
 
every available lake or water course
 

in the region.
 

" .'....
 

Figure 22. The river systems offer good possibilities
 
for increased fish yields through improved
 
management.
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A Club d Sahel report (22) states that "about 75% of the annual fish
 

catch is processed for preservation through salting, drying, and smoking.
 

But because of the techniques used, somewhere between 10 and 40% of the fish
 

is destroyed by isects during processing, storage, or transport."
 

5. WildlLfe
 

Many species of wildlife, including big game animals, were once an impor

tant part of the biological complex south of the Sahara desert. Due to the
 

increase in people and domesticated livestock, the population of gazelle, Eland,
 

Wildebeast, Impala and many other forage eating wild animals have virtuall.y
 

disappeared from the low rainfall areas except in the wildlife reserves. Cattle,
 

sheep and goats are now in direct competition with wildlife for the limited
 

forage. Wild animals were a traditional source of food for the native people
 

and, in some areas, the people still kill and consume wild meat as a supplement
 

to their diet.
 

In the southern part of the Sudanian Zone, particularly in Kenya and
 

Ethiopia, big game hunting on range and wildlife reserves, where animals can
 

be managed in their native environment, is an important source of tourism
 

income.
 

Under increased pressure for new sources of food, the scientific community
 

has been forced to re-examine the potential for wildlife. "Some wild species
 

have an unquestioned advantage as concerns productivity, resistance to disease,
 

and ease of adaptation to different conditions of survival. When drought strikes,
 

as a source of food, it is far less vulnerable than domesticated animals. Wild
 

species can optimize the exploitation of the harsh environments (the Sahara-


Sahelian Zone) without upsetting equilibrium, in areas unfit for domestic
 

animals. Both l)asmann (29) and other biologists have stated that in Africa
 

wild game can often produce more meat and other products from the land than
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Figure 23. Most of the remaining large wildlife 
species are confined to the wildlife
 
parks and refuges in the Sudanian Zone.
 

Figure 24. Several kinds of antelope such as 
Thoniqoii s a z ] 11xIe wer cmicee onil 

the sub- Sahara revion. 
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in 
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domertic livestock using the same area. Nevertheless, the present situation
 

is clear: wildlife are disappearing from their traditional range habitats,
 

particularly in the Semi-Arid Zones, and there is no good management scheme 

or control to reverse this trend. 

D. INFRASTRUCTURE
 

Most of the discussion on infrastructure and institutions is contained 

in a separate report for individual countries of the Region. This section 

considers only generalized comments on transportanion and communications. 

The marketing systems and institutional developme t is treated in other parts 

of the report. 

1. Transportation
 

The lack of adequate transportation facilities is an inhibiting factor
 

in the development of the areas of Central and West Africa remote from the 

coast. The inability of the producer to get his produce to the market dis

courages him from producing more than he needs for his family's subsistence 

and creates major problems with farm imports such as machinery, fertilizer, 

and seeds. The 1980 USAID report to congress states that, "Significant infra

structural development must be undertaken in the Sahel over the next several 

years if, in this century, the present cycle of p~verty is to be broken and 

the bulk of the peoples of the region lifted above their low-income subsis

tence existence." (14)
 

A. Existing Road Network - In the eight (8) countries considered under 

the CILSS "Sahel," there now is only one mile of road per 190 square miles of 

land area. Seventy-nine percent of the existing roads are either dry-weather 

earth roads or simply tracks. 

Mauritania has on.y one paved road from the Senegal River port of Rosso 

to Nouakchott and thence, northward about 100 1Km, Lermina ting at Akjoujit. 
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From there a gravel road penetrates a short distance before becoming a dirt 

and sand track closely paralleling the border of Spanish Sahara. Of the 

total road system of 6,000 Km, approximately 3,200 Km are national routes
 

and the rest are dirt tracks. A new road connecting Nouakchott with Kaedi 

has been constructed. 

Senegal, though it is the smallest of the Sahelian countries, has 9,100 

Km of roads of which about 2,000 Km are paved and 3,000 Km are all-weather 

gravel roads. 

Mali has 13,000 Km of roads but only 1,650 Km are hard surfaced, 

connecting Bamako with regions to the south and east to provide access to 

Upper Volta and the Ivory Coast. Another 3,000 Km are all-weather gravel 

and the remaining 8,000 Km are a scattered network of poorly maintained 

secondary gravel roads and tracks. 

Upper Volta has 4,450 Km of primary roads of which only about 500 Km 

in the vicinity of Ouagadougou and Bobo-Dioulasso are paved. There are 

some 1,000 Km of other classified roads and 8,000 Km of rural tracks. Rural 

tracks are usable only for foot trnffic, bicycles, and pack animals. 

Niger, the highway system consists of 7,300 Km of roads with only 

1,000 Km being paved, running east west as part of the projected Trans-

Sahelian highway. 

Chad has only 230 Km of paved road, running south from N'Djanena, out 

of a total of 7,230 Ki:of classified roads. Another 25,000 Km of unclassified 

tracks serve the rest of he count rx. 

Road travcl iinnorthern ind western Sudan is very, difficult, in manv 

cases onlyV t;racks in the sanid. Lthinplia and Somalias l]so hav, serious 

limi t ionf hue to lac'k u, all-wuatIhcr roadh. Thu road system in northern 

Nigeria has been improved in recent years and is now much butter than in 

other parts of the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones. 
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B. Existing Railroads - The existing railroads, while mostly adequate
 

in equipment, are very inefficiently operated and are of little assistance
 

in the development process. In northern Nigeria, for example, most of the
 

cattle are moving to the southern markets by truck rather than by the ineffi

cient railroad system.
 

A privately-owned and operated 670 Km railway in Mauritania connects
 

the iron ore deposit near Bir-Mcghrein, east of the Spanish Sahara, and the
 

port at Noauadhibu on the southern border of the Spanish Sahara. It carries 

almost exclusively iron ore and a limited amount of imported general goods.
 

The main trunk railway line between Dakar (Senegal) and Bamako (Mali)
 

is 1,300 Km long and carries 40 percent of Mali's exports and 60 percent of 

its imports.
 

The governments of Upper Volta nd the Ivory Coast jointly own and
 

operate a 1,145 Km railway linking Ouagadougou and Abidjan. The railroad
 

carries about 3 million passengers and one million tons of goods annually, 

with Upper Volta originating about half the passenger and freight traffic. 

C. Airlines - Major expenditures in recent years have brought about 

marked improvement in air passenger and air freight service. Without this 

rapid means of movement for people, technical and governmental services and 

communications would be hampered. However, further improvement is needed 

to relieve the crowded airports and increase air safety. 

2. Communicat ions 

A modern telecommunication network is necessary for the development of 

an industrialized society. At present there are modern communication circuits 

among the major population centers and between these centers and the outside 

world. Others are in tie process of implement:mtion. The telecommunications 

sector for non-commercitl networks, for data gathering, education, for the 
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administration of he.th, and for agricultural extension programs will 

require additional external assistance. 

E. REGIONAL POLITICAL AND DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATIONS 

1. Colonial Inf luence, 

Figure 25 shows a map of Afc'ira in 1940 with the European ties identified. 

The independence chronolog,y ft r tle )c7ountrie c'overed by this report foilows: 

(I) In 195b Sudan separated from the United Kingdor ; (2) In 1960
 

Somalia formed from previous British and Italian control and Niger, Upper
 

Volta, Chad, Senegal, Mal i and >aulritan i a gained their independence from 

France, and (3) Niger ia separated from tihe United Kingdom in 1960 and tile 

British Catneroons .joined tihe new State of Nigeria in 1961. 

Many exist ing inst itut ions and organ izations in the Sahelian/Sudanian 

Zones have been put in p lace or influenced by the colonial background of 

the area. Educational systems have been patterned after the European tradi

tion. Res ca rch and technology t ransfer has been, and continues to be, influ

enced by the cotuntries which occupied the areas. In part, tire crops developed 

for the area were based upon the needs of the home country rather than the 

needs of the Afrcicans themselves. However, on balance, the development 

process has been enhanced by the Europuein countries past and continuing 

interest in tire area. h/ithout this support and guidarnce, some countries 

would be in a state of political and economic chaos. At the time of indepen

dence, it appears that the French have left in pl ace the more developed insti

tutions and, general l, a better infrastructure. Certainly, their continued 

large outlavs of finanrcial support has moved goernments toward more stability. 

2. o'rejegioira I Organ i i orrs- e I alt irg t,Lo Deve hI ujenrt 

At present, the str-ong fee' ing of independence ard nat ionalism, is 

clouded by the fact tlhrt each of these countries has severe ecuonomic problems 
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and, 	therefore, must rely on bilateral and multi-lateral organizations for
 

development assistance. Some of these organizations are listed in the follow

ing 	discussion.
 

(a) 	 The Organization for African Unity (OAU)
 

The OAU was chartered on May 25, 1963. The objectives of the Organiza

tion 	are the strengthening of African unity, the coordination and cooperation 

among the member states so as to bring about better living conditions of their
 

peoples, the defense of the sovereignty and integrity of a member state, the
 

elimination of colonialism in all its forms in Africa, and the promotion of
 

international cooperation.
 

One of the major activities sponsored by OAU in agricultural development
 

is the SAFGRAD program (Semi-Arid Food Grain Research and Development) initia

ted in 1977. The primary purpose of SAFGRAD is to develop improved cereal
 

varieties (millet, sorghum, maize) and legumes (cowpeas, groundnuts) and
 

cultural practices which are compatible with small farm systems; and to promote
 

their adaptation and use in farmer fields. 
 There are 8-10 donor organizations,
 

including USAID which contribute to SAFGRAD. SAFGRAD cooperates with the
 

International Research Centers and local research and extension agencies.
 

(b) 	The African Development Bank (ADB)
 

The ADB was chartered on August 4, 1963. The purpose of the Bank is
 

to contribute to the rapid economic development and social progress of its
 

member states. The bank has the following functions: to finance invest

ment projects, to participate in the selection, and to promote the invest

ment 
in Africa of public and private capital and to provide technical assis

tance as may be needed for the study, preparation, financing and execution
 

of development projects or programs. 

(c) 	 The Arab Bank for Economic Development in Africa (ABEDA) 

The ABEDA, essentially a development bank, came into being in July, 1973.
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It aims at contributing to the economic development of Africa by promoting
 

and encouraging private Arab capital investment. It also finances, wholly
 

or partially, projects in the fields of industrial development and agricul

ture, and is particularly concerned with the development of infrastructure,
 

agriculture, human resources training and technical assistance.
 

(d) The United Nations 

There are several United Nations Organizations which are contributing
 

either directly or indirectly to food production and resource conservation
 

in the sub-Sahara region. Some of these activities are cited below:
 

(1) UNFAO (Food and Agriculture Organization) - A long-standing organi

zation providing technical assistance, coordination and support for agricul

tural activities.
 

(2) UNEP (United Nations Environment Programme) was born in Stockholm
 

in 1972 from the UN Conference on the Human Environment. The African head

quarters in Nairobi is involved in environmental monitoring and evaluation
 

of the desertification process. Arid and semi-arid lands is the largest of
 

UNEP's Terrestrial Ecosystems sub-programs.
 

(3) UNESCO (United Nations Fducational, Scientific and Cultural Organi

zation) launched an intergovernmental Programme on Man and the Biosphere 

(LAB) with special. attention to Arid Lands and the Sahel. 

(4) UNDP (United Nations Development Programme) provides development 

support to Third World Countries. Also, several other UN agencies are 

assisting the Sahelian/Sudanian countries with problems of health, nutrition, 

population planning and development. 

(5) UNSO (United Nations Sudano-Sahelian Office) - The U. N. General 

Assembly, by resolution in 1978, established a Sudanc.-Sahelian office to 

assist the efforts of 15 countries to combat desertifl.cation. Included in
 

this regional classification are Cape Verde, Chad, Ethiopia, Gambia, Kenya,
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Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Somalia, Sudan, Uganda, Cameroon,
 

and Upper Volta. UNSO called a "Second Session of the Consultative Group
 

for Desertification Control" in Nairobi on 12-14 March, 1980.
 

(e) The World Bank
 

The World Bank is a group of three institutions: the International Bank 

for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD); the International Development Asso

ciation (IDA); and the International Finance Corporation (IFA). They are 

independent institutions created by voluntary intergovernmental agreements, 

having the common objective of helping to raise standards of developing 

nations.
 

The World Bank is continuing to provide major financial support to the 

African countries. Statis reports and development proposals by the Bank are 

carefully researched and valuable to country and regional development agencies. 

Some other development banks that are also active in the region include 

the European Investment Bank (EIB), Islamic Development Bank (IsDB), and the 

Arab Bank for Economic Development in Africa (ABEDA). 

(f) The Permanent Inter-State Committee on Drought Control in the Sahel (CILSS) 

Organized on Sept. 12, 1973 under French leadership, the committee is 

responsible for coordinat ing the whole range of activities undertaken to 

combat the drought and its effects at the sub-regional level, mobilizing 

resources to car rV out the eme rgency programme and mobil izing resources to 

finance operations. 1here are eight (8) member countries in Africa that 

form the base for CILSS programs. 

(g) The Clu b Du Sahel 

An informa l organization which was created in March 197h with the 

support of the Organ i zat ion fo r Economic Cooperation and D)evelopment (OECD). 

The Club is jointly sponsored by CILSS member countries and a large number 

of other donor countries aind organizations. 
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(h) The Inter-African Committee for Hydraulic Studies (CIEH) 

The CIEH is an intergovernmental body established to ensure cooperation 

between the member states in hydraulic surveys, to promote the exchange of 

information and the harmonization and implementation of research and projects 

of common interest to the member states. 

(i) The Organization for the Development of the Senegal River (OMXS) 

Organized in March 1972, the long-term objectives are to increase the 

standards of living of the inhabitants of the river basin; to bring into 

and maintain an ecological balance of the immediate environment as well as 

the Sahelian region as a whole; and to render the economics of the participating 

governments less vulrerable to the climatic conditions and external factors. 

(j) The River Niger Commission (CFN) 

This intergovernmental Commission was organized before the drought 

(Nov. 24, 1964) to encourage, promote and coordinate studies and programmes 

relating to the use and development of the resources of the Niger River Basin. 

The Commission recommends proposals for common studies and projects, super

vises the implementation of studies and projects, prescribes regulation 

governing navigeation of the river and formulates, on behalf of the member 

states, requests for financial and technical assistance. 

(k) The Lake Chrad Commission (CBLT) 

The purpose of this commission, which started on May 22, 1964, is to 

ensure that explI tation of water in the Lake Basin does not have a harmful. 

effect on the water coulses in the basin. This is done by preparing general 

regulations, having them applied and examining projects prepared by the member 

states.
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(1) fhe Liptako - Gourma Region Integrated Development Authority
 

The purpose of this intergovernmental agency is to promote the regional
 

development of mineral, energy, water, agricultural, grazing and fishery
 

resources within the Liptako - Gourma area which consists of defined contin

uous parts of the territories of the member states. 

For this purpose, the authority is to undertake the development of the 

resources of this area by carrying out economic studies and projects relating 

to infrastructure, energy, mines, livestock, agriculture, water and fishing 

and by seeking funds to finance such projects. 

(in) The International Agricultural Revearch Centers 

(1) International Livestock Center for Africa (ILCA) - ILCA is an 

interdisciplinary research and information center whose mandate is "to assist 

national efforts that aim to change prodct ion and marketing systems in trop

ical Africa so as to increase the sustained yield and output of livestock 

products and improve the quality of life of the people of the region." 

ILCA has developed an arid zones program which started in Mali in 1976 to study 

nomadic systems, transhumance systems, and sedentary crop/livestock systems. 

(2) International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics 

(ICRISAT) - Wbile the headquarters of ICRISAT is in India, the institute 

initiated a major cooperative research program in the Sahel in 1975. Key 

Versonnel are now stationed at the Kamboinse Agricultural Experiment Station 

in Ouagadougou, Upper Volta, with smaller programs in Senegal, Mali, Niger, 

Nigeria, Tanzania, and Sudan. Major emphasis has been on sorghum and millet 

breeding and cropping practices for rainfed agriculture in the rainfall zones 

ranging from 850-400 mm. 
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(3) The West Africa Rice Development Association (WARDA) - Headquar

tered in Liberia, the main objective of the Center is to provide information 

service on all aspects of iice production in West Africa to government depart

ments of the member nations, research ins, ... s, universities and other 

organizations concerned with rice. The Center has assisted in the irrigated 

sections of the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones where rice production is practical. 

(4) International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) - IITA has 

recently expanded its programs to include some of the semi-arid areas in the
 

Sahel. For example, TITA is working closely with ICRISAT and the Upper Volta
 

government at the Kamboinse station near Ouagadougou. The headquarters for
 

IITA is in Nigeria. 

Other international agricultural centers such as CI,DfYT (International 

Maize and Wheat Improvement Center) play a limited role in the Sahelian/Sudan

ian Zones of Africa. The Consultative Group on International Agricultural 

Research (CGIAR) is a corsortium of donors which support and provide overall 

guidance for all the International Centers. USAID provides about 25% of the 

budget through Title XIl. 

(n) The Agromteorological and Hydrological Center (AGRItYMET) 

While not under the GGIAR group of international centers, AGRItYMET was 

organized with the help of AID, 100 (World Meteorological Organization), FAO, 

UNOP, UNSO and most of the CILSS donor countries. Hteadquartered in Niamey 

as a Regional Center, this organization attempts to coordinaLe and facil i

tate the discipl ines of agrrimetoro logy, climatology, and hydrology as they 

relate to crop aind l ivestock product ion. 

(o) United Stt (5 Agen cv for Intcrnat i aIDevul_ pnmen t (AlID) - The USAID 

has been in the businuss of inte nat ion;l ch.ve loprnerrt in Africa for many 

years. Increased emphrasis on sub-)Saharan problems bogan af ter tihe drought 
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of the 1970's. AID funding levels for the African continent have increased
 

from $219 million in 1977 to the 1981 request of $533 million (14). Under
 

congressional mandate the USAID efforts must be directed toward solving the
 

problems of the "poor majority." 

The 	Disaster Relief program of AID is designed to help alleviate human 

suffering in times of world tragedies, such as earthquakes, floods and 

drought. The response of this agency to the 1968-74 drought in the sub-

Sahara was substantial and helped to save the lives of many hungry people. 

The major thrust of AID centers around the more long-term approaches 

to development and the encouragement of self-help. Also, the allocations 

for food and nutrition programs have been increasing relative to other 

development expenditures. 

(p) 	 Other Donor or Development Organizations 

While it is impractical to list all of the donor multilateral or 

bilateral development organizations and their acronyms which have some 

activities in the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones, a few of the more important are 

listed below: 

(1) 	 Mission de Cooperation Francaise (FAC) - France also sponsors 

the Office for Scientific and Technical Research Overseas (ORSTOM) 

and the Study and Research Group for Developing Tropical Agranomy 

(GERDAT).
 

(2) 	 European Development Fund (FED) 

(3) 	 International Development Rc.earch Center (IDRC) 

(4) 	Ministry of Overseas Development (ODM) 

(5) 	 European Economic Community (EEC) 

(q) 	 Private and Voluntary Organizations (PVO's) 

There are a number of Private and Voluntary Organizations operating in 
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the sub-Saharan regions in Africa. Many of these PVO's receive some financial
 

support from USAID. While no attempt is made here to identify all of these
 

organizations, it is appropriate to recognize a few that were active in the 

Zone such as the Catholic Relief Services (CRS), CARE, Seventh-Day Adventist 

Welfare Services, AFRICARE, SOster Cities International, Save the Child Fed

eration, Church World Service, National Council for Negro Women, OXFAM and 

Partnership for Productivity. The Rockefeller Foundation and other founda

tions also serve the area. 

The USAID is presently reviewing and revising still further its rela

tionuship with the PVO community. The PVO's "have proven to be among the 

most effective practitioners of the basic human needs development strategy 

at the grassroots level" according to a 1978 AID funded evaluation. (30) 
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SECTION II
 

THE DUAL CHALLENGE - FOOD PRODUCTION AND RESOURCE CONSERVATION
 

A. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
 

At the present time, it is estimated that there are over 50 million
 

people in the areas of the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones with an annual rainfall
 

below 800 mm (31.5 inches). While it may be possible to sustain this many
 

people with "proper" management of the resources, it is also obvious that,
 

under present practices, the resources are rapidly deteriorating. The 

process of desertification is obvious and measurable by accepted scientific
 

standards. "The problem is simply that there are more people and animals
 

on this land than it can support." (31) 

The challenge is not only to support the present population, but to
 

provide for population growth rates ranging from 2.0-3.6% per year. This
 

means that the population wilt double in 20-30 years. Since present per
 

capita incomes are now less than $200 per person per year, the need is not
 

only to maintain the status quo as population increases, but to try to
 

improve on these minimum standards.
 

Overall, food production in sub-Saharan Africa is not now keeping up
 

with population growth (32). The prognosis is not optimistic for the region
 

as a whole, although there is evidence of slow progress in localized areas.
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Under present practices, "This generation is living off their grandchildren,"
 

as they continue to overexploit the fragile resource base; locked into a
 

situation with large families to feed; desperate for the bare essentials
 

for life; and operating in an economic, social, and political environment
 

that does not encourage progress. And, as appropriately stated by the 

Commission on World Hunger, as ... "In many developing countries, the struggle 

to survive often forces people to act in ways that seriously threaten their 

fragile environment." (30) 

There are two aspects of resource deterioration that should be recognized: 

(1) Temporary or reversible change which translates into lower food production 

in the short run but may not mean a reduction in the "potential" and, (2) per

manent change which leads to a loss in the potential regardless of new manage.

ment techniques. It is the latter, or irreversible change, which must receive 

high priority, since it affects not only this generation but coming generations 

as well. Processes such as active wind and water erosion, reduced rainfall 

infiltration, and loss of vegetative cover are a part of this desertification 

process. 

Some estimates show that the progress of the true Sahara Desert to the 

south is about 5-6 kilometers per year. "In the Sudan the desert has advanced 

90-100 kilometers within a 17-year period." (33) But, even this alarming 

movement, which absorbs many hectares per year into the Sahara is not the 

major concern. Rather, it is the "desertification in situ," that is, the 

deterioration of the resources around villages and water holes south of the 

true desert that is the major cause for alarm. "The desert does not usually 

move forward in a straight line, but spreads like a skin disease, in blotches 

and spots." (34) 
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Due to improper cultivation and/or overgrazing, which leads to poor
 

water infiltration, increased evaporation and active soil erosion, many
 

farmers and livestock operators are "moving north toward the Sahara" -- not 

in the Nomadic sense, but in the realization that they are now operating their 

farms in "more desert-like conditions" each year. Much of the moisture that 

falls on the land is no longer effective for vegetation production, but runs 

off or evaporates from the unprotected soil surface. 

Mr. P. S. Thatcher, Deputy Executive Director of the United Nations 

Environmental Progranme, states that, "Desert [fication is probably the greatest 

threat to the future well being of the earth." (34)single environmental 

Perhaps this is an overstatement - particularly in view of the newly identi

fied threats 'to the world's environment from increased CO2 levels in the 

upper atmosphere (Sciencei 23 November, 1979) or the depletion of the Ozone 

from chliorofluorocarbons (Science; 7 December, 1979). To put the Sahelian/ 

it appears more likelySudanian desertification problem in wo-id perspective, 

that the activities of highly developed countries, with their large appetites 

for fossil fuels and other resources, alorIP with their sophisticated technolo

gies, pose more of a potential threat to the world's environment than the 

poor peoples in the underdeveloped wotld who unknowingly are spreading the 

progress of the deserts. However, there is ample cause for concern on both 

fronts. 

I. Natural and Man-Accelerated DesettI f [ cation 

Haw much of the desertification process is natural, that is, normal 

to the high flc t uat ions in climate x-htLh produce disastrous droughts, and 

how much of the process is mln-cnused or -[icoeicd? Part of this study 

was designud to probe this question in the sub-Sahara region. In most of the 

recent literature, mankind has been uniformnly condemned for the "advance of 

the deserts." While the opinions of the experts vary, the ecological evidence 
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indicates that there is an element of the desertification movement in Africa
 

that is geologic, i.e., associated with natural climatic fluctuations or long

term climatic change. Also, the effects of "normal" periodic drought can be 

very pronounced on soils and vegetation even under complete protection from
 

domestic livestock or farming op, :ations. For example, the occurrence of
 

drought at the time of an explosion in certain insect populations could be just 

as devastating as drought combied with overgrazing.
 

Obviously, more research is needed on long-term weather patterns and
 

possible geologic trends toward desert encroachment in this part of Africa.
 

There is no doubt, however, that mankind is the great accelerator of change.
 

lie is speeding up the process through improper land use and overgrazing -

most of these activities associated with his desperate attempts to supply
 

basic food and fuel needs.
 

Some opinions on the causes and consequences of desertification are 

shown below: 

-- "The Sahara became dry in the course of the Neolithic age... 

There has been continued degradation for about 500 years, which must be 

attributed to rainfall, therefore, in the first place to climatic causes" (35) 

-- 'The main cause of desertification is the interaction between man 

and a fragile environment in dryland ecosystems: man is the initiator and 

the victim of desertification" (36)
 

-- 'Man is largely responsible for desertification" (37) 

"Desert encroachment in the Sudan is a man-made phenomenon caused 

by such land misuse pressures as overgrazing, irrational cultivation, wood 

cutting and deforest at ion, uprooting of shrubs for fuel, lowering of water 

tables due to increased water use, and burning of grassland, forests, and 

shrublands" (34) 
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-- "The major causes of the recent increases in desertification are a 

continued increase in the number of people and animals..." (38)
 

-_ "Desert encroachment may be a cyclic phenomenon: it has been
 

overemphasized" (Field Interview)
 

-- "Much of the desert encroachment may not be man-caused but is a 

natural result of erratic weather conditions and periodic drought" (Field
 

interview)
 

-_ "All desertification may not be man-caused: This question needs
 

study" (Field Interview) 

-- "Most of the depletion is irreversible" (Field Interview) 

"Desert encroachment is primarily a human problem, and it will 

take humans to solve it!" (39) 

2. Major Activities Leading to Resource Deterioration
 

The major activities leading to the deterioratioL or destruction of 

the resource base in the Sahelian/Sudanian zone are: (1) Cultivation of 

marginal or sub-marginal lands, (2) Overgrazing or mis-management of livestock,
 

(3) Overharvesting of brush and tree species for wood and, (4) Irresponsible
 

and haphazard burning of vegetation. Each of these problems is examined in
 

more detail in the following discussion.
 

(a) Cultivation of Marginal and Sub-marginal Lands 

Although there are some differences among the sub-Saharan countries 

in their approach to land ownership and use, there is not a good system of 

"land capability classification" for the region. This problem has been 

recognized and projects initiated in Mali, Mauritania and, perhaps, some 

other countries -- pr-,bably without region-wide standardization. 

Marginal and sub-mai, ial lands in the drier zones are often burned, 

plowed with hand or animal-traction equipment, farmed for one or more years 

and then abandoned. Even where soil survey information is available, there 
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-- 

is no enforcement scheme or economic incentive to confine farming to the areas 

suitable for cultivation. Land-tenure policies vary from country-to-country. 

More often than not, the land is not owned by the farmer, although he may have 

traditional rights from the village chief to use the land. Nigeria has moved 

into a system where farme.-s may acquire land ownership but pascoralists must
 

graze communal or Federal land.
 

One ILCA study in Mali showed a 500% increase in degraded range lands 

and an 80% increase in rainfed crop production between 1952 and 1975 (40). 

Houerou (41) states that, "The expansion of dryland farming is moving at 

about the same rate as population growth." In recent years, Nomads or tradi

tional pastoralists, have adopted the practice of combining farming with
 

seasonal l ivestock movement. Governments are encouraging large-scale mechan

ized farming which, according to field experts, often encompasses highly
 

erodible soils within the boundaries.
 

From a resource conservation standpoint, there are two major results
 

of the increase in rain-fed farming on marginal lands; (1) a direct accel

eration in soil and water erosion by removal of vegetation cover and farming 

and (2) an indirect increase in desertification on the surrounding range lands 

by removing the more productive forage areas from use by pastoralists and 

forcing them to "overgraze" the remaiaing land base. 

Some appropriate quotat ions fol low: 

"Dry farming is the main cause of desert encroachment and has been 

expanding in recent years" (Field int. 'ew) 

-- "Most of the destruction has come from humans -- removing wood and 

breaking out ma rginall lands whicli lateor have to be abandoned" (Field interview) 

-- "There is a direct confl ict between mec hanized farming; and livestock 

product ion" (Field interview) 
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-- "The best grazing lands are now going under the plow which reduces 

drastically the flexibility for the livestock operator and increases erosion 

and desert encroachment" (Field interview) 

-- "Historically, fertility was restored to cultivated lands by a fallow 

system; this traditional process has now been eliminated" (Field interview) 

-- "Mechanization speeds up the process of desertification (Field 

interview) 

-- "Cultivation of marginal areas is especiaily dangerous and the main 

cause of desertification--plowed soil is at the mercy of the winds and waters" 

(Field interview) 

-- "The qaestion of enforcing land-use remains unanswered" (Field interview) 

-- "The major restriction to production is lack of land control or owner

ship" (Field interview) 

(b) Overgrazing and mis-management of livestock
 

Overgrazing not only causes a change in the vegetation complex, as 

discussed in this report, but, if continued over long periods of time, leads
 

to almost complete destruction of the ground cover. It is this serious loss
 

of ground cover exposing the soil to wind and water erosion, that is a major
 

contributor to desert encroachment in the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones. Virtually
 

all range ecologists are agreed that thr-re are far too many livestock on 

the area at the present time. The area was deteriorating before the drought, 

the process was intensified during the dry years, and now livestock numbers 

have again built back to excessive levels. 

As one ecologist has appropriately stated, "South of the Sahara, the 

long-term misuse of the land has caused a large-scale shift of all vegetation 

zones. The bare rock and sand dunes of the desert are now found in former 

subdesert and Sahel zones, the Sahel vegetation has invaded the Sudan, the 
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Sudan invaded the Doka woodland which has moved into the Guinea woodland
 

which is invading the high forest" (3)
 

Overgrazing or mis-management of livestock is considered here a more
 

critical problem than irresponsible cultivation for fou-r reasons: (1) There
 

is vastly more range land than cultivated land by a factor of about 5 or 6
 

to 1, and (2) Livestock are forced into the lower rainfall zones which are
 

more fragile environments, and (3) Livestock numbers and grazing patterns
 

are more difficult to control, due to Nomadic or Transhumance traditions,
 

and (4) Governments, understandably, are reluctant to take corrective action
 

for political reasons.
 

The next great drought south of the Sahara, which will start at an
 

unpredictable future date, will be even more damaging to the resource base
 

than the last. A few appropriate quotations about the effects of overgrazing
 

are cited below:
 

-- "In 50 years it will be impossible to keep animals year-long in 

the Sahel Arid Zones" (Field interview) 

-- "Depletion of the Sahel has been 20-30% in the past 20 years 

mostly irreversible" (Field interview) 

-- "When the grass runs out, people tend to raid other grazing allot

ments" (Field interview) 

-- "The pastoralists have survived under traditional strategies for 

many years, but the old systems are now complicated by colonization, increased 

birth rates and survival, westernization, and now overstocking and the encroach

ment of cultivation." 

-- "Eventually the Nomads will have to be settled" (Field interview)
 

-- "It is not possible or desirable to settle the Nomads (Field interview) 

-- "Increased water availability by bore holes is a mistake without 

livestock management" (Field interview) 
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-- "For the pastoralist, risk reduction becomes the most important 

decision-making factor in their lives -- to them, higher numbers means 

reduced risk for the next drought" (Field interview) 

(c) Deforestation - Brush and Tree Removal
 

One of the more visable changes in the sub-Sahara Zones is the marked
 

reduction in the density of forest stands with some change in tree and brush
 

species composition. There is virtually complete removal of all forms of
 

wood supplies for large distances around most of the towns and villages in
 

the drier zones. The disappearance of the forests is not, only related to
 

the need for wood for cooking, but it is associated with cultivation and
 

grazing pressure which destroys the young plants, by soil disturbance and
 

by fire. Forest destruction is one of the easiest "indicators" of desert
 

encroachment.
 

Historical records indicate dense forest cover in some areas of the
 

Sahelian/Sudanian Zones that are now almost barren. Depierre and Gillet (42)
 

cite the following account of an expedition of Sultan Saboun in Chad about
 

the period 1805-1810:
 

"We entered into the unoccupied lands situated between the boundaries
 

of the Ouaddai and the Baguirmeh. The land was covered with mature forests
 

and dense, thorny undergrowth, which served as the refuge for Lion, elephant,
 

and rhinoceros." These authors also cite convincing accounts of change in
 

forest cover and the "process of desertification" from Barth (1853), Ferrandi
 

(1910), Carbou (1912), Grossard (1925) and Malbrand (1950). 

-- "The present tree cover of the Sahel is therefore much less dense than 

in former times and its average age is much greater" (42) 

-- "Trees are necessary for livestock survival for 4-5 months out of 

each year" (Field interview)
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-- "Ethiopia forests have been reduced by at least 1/3 in the past 5-7
 

years by burning and fuel harvest" (Field interview)
 

(d) Irresponsible or Haphazard Burning
 

It is appropriate to list irresponsible burning of vegetation as one
 

of the contributing factors to desert encroachment. However, burning from
 

the viewpoint of the farmer or pastoralist is neither irresponsible nor
 

haphazard. 
 It is done for one or more specific purposes such as: burning to 

clear land for cultivation; burning to remove old grass and destroy "cobras;" 

and burning to increase forage palatability. As discussed earlier, there 

may be a desirable role for fire in managing many of these vegetation types. 

Nevertheless, fire too often, at the wrong time, and in the wrong circum

stances, contributes to t-he destruction of vegetative cover and hastens the 

process of aridity. Houerou (41) stated recently, "It was also estimated 

that in the African Savannas bush fires burn more than 80 million tons of 

forage per year, the ration of 25 million cattle for nine months." Other
 

appropriate comments follow: 

-- "Fire has a favorable effect, particularly for bush control, 

but timing and control is a problem" (Field interview) 

-- "There is definitely a role for fire in managing the vegetation 

complex" (Field interview) 

B. A FORMULA FOR PROGRESS 

The dual challenge, food production and resource conservation in the 

Sahelian/Sudanian Zones of Africa cannot be met by a simplified approach 

which involves the manipulation of only one or two limiting factors in 

production. There is no easy solution to a very complex problem; no simple 

political choice; no ideal economical alternative; no single appropriate 

technology; and no solut ion which does not involve serious social and cul
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Figure 26. 	 Most of the range areas are burned at least
 
once per year leading to a fire disclimax and
 
loss of certain species of vegetation
 

Figure 27. Regrowth of pecinni -- I.iI 

burn, indicating stored 
into the dry season 

soil 
f I I o in, a 

moisture well 
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tural adjustment. It is important, therefore, to examine the challenge in
 

the broadest possible terms. Such an approach was visualized in a summary
 

statement issued at the Rockefeller Foundation Conference held at Bellagio,
 

Italy in October, 1974. The theme for this conference, jointly sponsored
 

with USAID and the National Academy of Sciences, was "International Develop

ment Strategies for the Sahel." The statement follows (1):
 

"A holistic approach is necessary -- one that transcends
 

national boundaries to deal with the Sahel as a region;
 

one that encompasses the totality of its life, resources,
 

and relationships; and one that considers its numerous
 

links to adjacent regions and beyond"
 

This conference, and several others, building on the interest generated
 

by the 1974 World Food Conference in Rome, helped focus the world's attention
 

on the unique problems of the sub-Sahara. Under French leadership, the
 

Permanent Inter-State Committee on Drought Control in the Sahel (CILSS),
 

initially formed in 1973, now solicited new donor support and more international
 

cooperation by creating the Club du Sahel. However, for historic reasons,
 

CILSS and the Club confined their activities to West Africa, from Senegal
 

through Chad, leaving a vast problem area to the east without a structural
 

means for coordination. The holistic approach visualized in this paper does
 

not 'iclude only a broad "geographical" consideration, but a combination of
 

many factors, activities, and policies that must be put in place in order to
 

reverse the desertification process and meet the challenge to double food
 

production in the next 25 years. 

The Iiterature is replete with recent books and articles on the world 

food situation with emphasis on how to solve the problems of the developing
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world. While it is recognized that most of these treatments make significant
 

contributions to our understanding of the problem it is not the intention
 

here to review this generalized literature. Citations will be used only when
 

they relate specifically to the point of discussion.
 

The world scientific community now recognizes that the energy crisis
 

was probably only a forewarning to a more serious impending food crisis in 

the undeveloped world as population continues to negate our progress in food
 

production. Various authorities have listed five, seven, or ten necessary
 

ingredients to increase food production and stabilize economies of the develop

ing world. (43)
 

The present study, focusing on both food production and resource conser

vation in the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones from Senegal to Somalia, lists eight
 

major categories as a "Proposed Formula for Progress." These are not listed
 

in order of priority although they are all directly influenced by government
 

programs and policies. All eight categories must be taken into consideration
 

in the long-term approach to the conquest of hunger:
 

(1) Responsible government programs and policies
 

(2) Proper use of resources (land, water, energy & vegetation)
 

(3) Education and research as an investment in progress
 

(4) Focus on the farmer and pastoralist to create the "incentive 

to produce"
 

(5) Application of modern science and appropriate technology 

(6) Balanced family nutrition 

(7) Effective development assistance 

(8) The ecological balance 

Adaptations of this formul a must be made to fit: individual country 

situations. Furthermore, without the cooperation and commitment of local 

people and institutions, no permanent progress can be made. 
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1. Responsible Government Programs and Policies
 

In order to accomplish the task of increasing food production to unpre

cedented levels and, at the same time, insure adequate protection of the resource
 

base, substantial changes must be made in governmental policies and programs.
 

Governmental programs must be designed to release the creativity of the indi

vidual and provide stability for his operation. Long-term credit to insure
 

stable markets, tax programs to encourage proper land development, price incen

tives to stimulate production, and emergency credit programs for drought or
 

variable weather conditions are especially needed for the food production
 

systems in the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones of Africa.
 

In the new book "To Feed This World," Wortman and Cummings focus on where
 

responsibility lies with the following summary: "Every government must be
 

responsible for the food supply of its own people and for the development of
 

its rural areas ... Only the governments can set the policies, strengthen the 

institutions and reach the farmers and other rural people." (44)
 

An excellent summary statement is contained in an Economic Research Service
 

Report on "The World Food Situation and Prospects to 1985."
 

"Many views of the world food situation focus on immutable forces or cir

cumstances (such as the limited surface of the earth, changed climatic patterns,
 

or the fixed nature of consumption patterns) which are thought to be beyond the
 

control of people. The analysis in this study indicates, however, that much 

of what has happened in the development of the world food situation can be 

traced to government policies and basic human conditions (such as income dis

tribution and poverty), and suggests that governmental and individual choices 

will continue to be critical in the future. The world food situation can be 

changed to the extent that governments and iLndividuals see needs for change 

and are willing to modify those policies and conditions that influence food 

production and consumption." 
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McNamara, President of the World Bank, put it this way: "The first
 

step is to change government policies that have neglected the rural poor
 

and discriminated against the agricultural sector." (45)
 

Since the 1970 drought and with the large input of outside development
 

assistance to the food sector, there is evidence that African governments
 

are now placing agriculture in a higher priority. However, as the literature
 

and field interviews indicate, country governments still have a major challenge
 

ahead which they must face promptly and forcefully.
 

"... farmers will change to more highly productive systems if they 

can and governments can organize highly successful agricultural efforts if 

they will" (46) 

--- "One official did say privately that the problem was a 'political 

drought' ... a reference to tile lack of agricultural planning and to allega

tions of corruption" (News release) 

--- "It is technologically possible to double production in 30 years ... 

the responsibility is now on the individual countries" 

--- "Too much government in the capitol and not enough in the rural 

areas" (Field interview) 

--- "... freed once and for all from the sources of futile exploitation
 

which have existed for thousands of years, is now being reorganized into a
 

socialist countryside where all working peasants can work and live together
 

as honorable socialist working people" (News release)
 

--- "This neglected experiment station is another example of bad govern

ment" (Field interview)
 

--- "for the most part, people have no faith in the government" (Field
 

interview)
 

--- "a socio-political revolution is needed" (Field interview)
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"In the end, the issue of ending world hunger comes down to a
 

question of political choice.., a factor that is no more predictable than
 

the weather, but far more susceptible to human control." (30)
 

The above comments relate primarily to the effectiveness of govern

mental action in stimulating food production. The other aspect of responsi

ble government policies relates to desert encroachment and resource deteriora

tion. There are many examples of government programs, in some cases financed
 

by international aid, which are aimed at 
the increase in production with no
 

apparent regard for the ecological consequences. Some comments on this issue
 

follow:
 

"and the ultimate solution will be found at 
the national level when
 

governments make the political, financial and social commitments to stop
 

desertification" (34)
 

--- "the government wants to do additional 'studies' but will be very,
 

very 	hesitant to make recommendations (about cultivation of marginal lands)
 

that 	will have political repercussions" (Field interview)
 

--- "It is more politically expedient to put down another bore hole
 

/ 

than 	to talk about the control of livestock" (Field interview)
 

--- "Under a good administration the Nile gains on the desert; under
 

a bad one, the desert gains on the Nile." (Napoleon Bonaparte- 1899)
 

2. Proper Use of Resources
 

Under the pressure from population growth, it is imperative that all
 

sub-Sahara countries re-examine their resource base. Water is probably the 

most limiting resource in the area and will likely continue to be the major 

limitation to food production in the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones. However, there
 

is now a serious "poor man's energy crisis" -- with the majority of the
 

people depending upon the decreasing supply of wood for fuel while the 
cost
 

of petroleum limits fertilizer use, farm inputs, marketing, and transportation.
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Land is more abundant, but the potential productivity of the soils is
 

deteriorating due to misuse and man-accelerated desertification. A more
 

detailed analysis of these three major resources for food production follows.
 

(a) Soils and Land-Use
 

A general discussion of the soils and land-use practices in the sub-Sahara
 

from Senegal to Somalia is contained in the "Profile" section of this report.
 

There is much left to be done in moving toward proper use of this vast land
 

resource.
 

McNamara, retiring President of the World Bank, recently emphasized
 

that, on a global basis, tne major increase in total food output in recent
 

years has been associated with expanding the area under cultivation. "From
 

1955 to 1975, over 150 million hectares of new farm land was brought into
 

production, an area larger than the total acreage devoted to cereals in the
 

U.S., Canada, the EEC and Japan combined." However, he states that, "Given
 

limited land availabilities and environmental considerations, no more than
 

a quarter of total future incremcntal food production can come from area
 

expansion." (45)
 

Most agronomists and soil scientists working in sub-Saharan Africa agree
 

that there are still good opportunit ies for expansion of cult ivated land, 

particularly in the rainfall zones above the 600 mm isohyet. Gove rnments 

and int erna t iona I devel opmen t ag enc ies are, Lhe re fore, p romot ing sic h e:pan

sion in an effort to move the countries toward food self-sufficiecyv. There 

seems to be no question that cultivation can and will be expanded in the 

region. Hlowever, to encourage rapid expansion of rainfud crop production, 

without a proper land capability classification svstem, and .'itho t 1.and 

ownership or land-use control, is ju st ano ther way to speed tip ip'e pr cl ss 

of desert encroachment. Furthermore, expansion c f cultivation further 

restricts the flexibility of the pastoralLst.
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From a resource conservation standpoint, priority should be given to
 

more severe restriction, or even prevention of cultivation on the more fragile
 

soils in the low rainfall zones. Such a restriction will be difficult due to
 

traditional land-use practicos and population increases.
 

The problem with uncultivated range and forest land is similar. There 

are vast areas bordering on the desert that :hould not be grazed or should 

have only limited seasonal grazing. Some technicians might argue that, iY 

the vegetation has already reverted to annual weeds and grasses, there is 

little that can be done to stabilize the soil. This assumption is in sharp 

contrast with the evidence in other conti nents wihurc satisfsactory grazing 

systems have been designed to util.ize annual vegut ation and vet protect the 

land resource. Also, under protection, or using conservative grazing practices, 

there is a possibility that part of the area may slowly return to mixed annual/ 

perennial vegetation supporting a scattered overstorv of valuable woody species 

such as Acacia. 

Some recommendations on land-use follow:
 

(1) Assemble, coordinate and "standardize" the vast amount of soils 

and land-use information that is available in the Region. Some of these 

surveys are old but still useful, some are in European countries, and some 

are in local government offices in an inc omplete form. 

(2) Identify the deficiencies in the d'ta and outline an approach to 

complete standardized soil surveys, ut iizing the latest te hniques. (The 

Title XII Soil Management Collaborative Research Program should hasten this 

process). 

(3) Structure the soils and topographic information into a meaningful 

"land-use capability classificatio, system" whi ch clearly identifies the 

most productive soils. 
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(4) Designate those areas that clearly should not be cultivated due
 

to high erosion hazard. Also, designate those areas that should be protected 

from grazing, reserved for wildlife or forest production purposes, or have 

special multiple-use values. 

(5) DeveLop sound recommendations for land use and cultural practices 

based upon knowledge of soil texture, structure, fertility, water relationships 

and profile characteristics. 

(6) Develop rapid and effective range site and condition surveys -

again utilizing aerial photography or space technologies where possible. 

(7) Encourage UNEP and other organizations to design an environmental 

monitoring system to alert individuals and governments to trends toward 

erosion and desertification. 

The above recommendations depend largely on technology and economic 

inputs. The more diffi[cult land-use decisions relate to controls of people 

and animals and are considered in ot:her aspects of this report. 

(h) Water ConservaLion and Utilization
 

Many authorities be leve that, on a world-wide basis, water will soon 

become the most critical resource for determining our food production poten

tial. This is already true for the vast semi-arid regions of the world -

and especialIv the sub-Saharan Zones of Africa. Vater was frequently cited 

by field technicians in Africa as the "Key to development." 

A bas, 1ine study for the Gnanguedin Range Livestock Project in Upper 

Volta indicated that the average water consumption from wells was 10-15 liters 

per person per day for home use, about 20 liters per day for cattle, and 

about 3 l iLerg per day for sheep and goats. When open water was available 

from ponds or rivers, the water consumption per person goes up to about 30 

liters per day (47). 
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As the standard of living rises, so does the per capita consumption
 

of water. An individual needs only about 2 liters daily for drinking, but
 

water use rises rapidly with the level of income. For example, the average
 

American now uses over 500 liters per day for home use. If you add to this
 

home use the water required for manufactured goods and agriculture, it appears
 

that the average American now uses in excess of 6055 liters (1600 gallons)
 

of water per day. This compares, in the extreme, with the minute water con

sumption of the Nomads in the desert caravans "who have a true understanding
 

of the value of water."
 

Several attempts have been made to calculate the water requirements
 

for man's major food needs. Based upon these studies and experience in other
 

zones, it is estimated that over 2000 kilos of water may be used in the area
 

for the production of a pound of grain sorghum or millet. On the range lands
 

of the Sahelian Zone, a rough calculation indicates that 200-400 metric tons
 

of water are "associated with" the production of I kilo of beef. This does
 

not mean that this much water is "required" for the production of beef, but,
 

rather that it is "associated with" that production. Muci1 of this water
 

involved in livestock production is dissipated by undesirable weeds and
 

brush or evaporates from the unprotected soil surface. Such statistics do
 

provide a convincing argument for better water management in the food sector.
 

It is time to assemble better data on such water use and design systems for
 

food production which value water with the "concern of the desert Nomad."
 

Additional irrigation development offers the best possibility in the
 

sub-Sahara for rapid increases in food production. Irrigation makes possible
 

the full use of modern technology maximizing the value of the genetic poten

tial in plants.
 

McNamara stated recently that, "In the last ten years, roughly 40% of
 

all increases in developing country food production has come from expanded
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irrigation. In the past 50 years, the areas of land under irrigation has
 

increased three-fold -- and the costs have escalated far more rapidly than
 

the general inflation rate. Despite this, water has traditionally been
 

treated as a free good ... this encourages waste." (45)
 

A word of cautir , about irrigation in the Sahel is appropriate. Wile 

irrigation development along the river basins and from underground aquifers
 

is recommended to increase overall food production in the region, there is
 

a serious problelm with salinization on certain soil types and on areas with
 

poor drainage. Th is problem can be minimized with proper planning and the
 

adaptation of preventive technologies.
 

A summa ry of the recommendations on water conservation includes: 

(i) better inventories and more general access to data already collected but 

stored in "dusty files," (2) increased irrigation development on adapted 

;oil types, (3) more effective use of rainfall utilizing known and newly

developed technologies, such as terracing, water harvest ing, etc., (4) adap

tation of modern aquaculture on lakes and ponds to traditional systems, 

(5) better planning and system design to "cope with the drought," (6) selected 

use of Sto1lar o r other modern tech nolog ies for desal inization and greenhouse 

production. It is further recommended t hat no new bore holes or water ponds 

be conis t r uted without some s tri ct req uireie ,mentsfor control of livestock 

numbe rs and manlagement systs. 

(c) En1e ! Sup ILiesu. 

TIhe role or enrgy in the food and fiber ivstems of the Sahelian/Sudanian 

Znes should he analy\'zed by ;acareful evaluation of th two major energv flow 

pat te rns: 

(I) F1irst , the c.'pt urc o f solar energy by vegetat ion t hrougl the 

process of photosynthusis, the movement of this energy through ecosystems, 
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and the ultimate utilization of a small fraction of this Chotosynthetic 

energy by mankind as a food or fiber product; 

(2) Secondly, the flow of cultural energy (energy subsidies) required 

to "run" the food and fiber ecosystems. This latter source of energy 

incl udes manpower, animal power, hvdroelectrIc power, critical amounts 

of fossil fuels, and certain other energy subsidies. 

Understanding the complicated interrelationships between these two energy 

flow patterns is not only important to energy and food conservation, but, indeed 

it may be one key to man's survival in the SAhelian/Sudanian Zones. 

One unique feature about life in the sub-Sahara, as compared to the more 

developed areas of the world, is the high dependence upon direct photosynthetic 

energy, not only as the basic source of food, but also for fuel (primarily wood) 

and for "cultural energy" to produce food through manpower and animal traction. 

Whereas some e;t imatus in the United States indicate that 2-4 calories of fossil 

fuel may be r, uired to place one calorie of food on the table, the traditional. 

African svstems are far less dependent upon fossil fuel. Nevertheless, the 

cost and availability of fossil fuels is critical to the development of the 

agricultural sector even in sub-Saharan Africa. 

Figure 31 presents a concept of energy flow on uncultivated lands (48). 

All the photosynthetic energy captured by the vegetation is eventually dissi

pated or consumed bv animals (including man) and the organisms of decay. A 

careful examination of this energy flow pattern indicates several onportunities 

for improvements which affucc- food production. 

The yIatement has been made that, on the average, about one percent of 

the sunlight energy fall ing on the earth is captured by the vegetation. 
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Animals as Consumers I 

Man as Manipulators, Harvesters and Consumers 

Plants as Producers 

Decomposer Organisms 

Energy Subsidy
 

Figure 30. 	 A schematic diagram of energy capture and utilization
 
on uncultivated lands. Energy subsidies in the Sahelian/
 
Sudanian Zones consist of manpower, animal power with
 
small amounts of fossil fuel.
 

RODCTIO7~ COP SETOR~ POCESSING AND 

CROPPRODCTINSETORDISTRIBUTION SECTOR 

SUPPL J L__... CONSUIME RS OF 

FOOD AND FIBER 

ENERCY SITISTI)Y
 

Figure 31. 	 An illustration of energy flow patterns on un,I tivated 
lands. Fossil fuel subsidies are relatively small in 
Africa compared to the United States. 
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Recent studieus show t hat one percent is mliuch too hi gh for ar id and sewi-arid 

areas. For example, at tho Pawnee grassland site in Colorado in 1972, on ly 

0.3 percent of t:he usahIble radi at ion was captun red by v\tutation growth. (/i9) 

For the desert bio n, in the St Lhwcst.nti' ['.,., thu effici env of ut i1 a t-i0ion 

of solar energy range(l Iroll 0. Ipet lternt down t o .01)3 percent over ai three-year 

pLriod . (50) Thop pliot .nt i hr rptlire rites he similar to theat should 

Sahe I ian Zone oIf Afri.cai . These nrenllit .con tras t at-lall, icatr:iameasu 5 wit es 

for mechlnic al co llectors wh'[ich h vt st rd effci c, us up to 50-70 Iercent,tu' estri 


Mechanicala (01 Ic rapt , only,, v raptulres!errtrs i ieat whereas tLat ion th e 

energy in a complex 'hli l fori'm. 

Onre the tnergy is raptuired bv tihe vegetation (plroducer organi smls), 

the dissipatiotn process [Mg iln. Respiralt ion and gr'owth take Plare and 

primary consuimers feud on t lIhe vtt at ion. Oil range lands, tle rmnilllt 

animal , h ti domes Lirtild aiid wild, tlrou.tgh its-;at i lit'-' to ' nve t rilug]lia 

to edibi meat, is tihie priiarv means of ;ini.g rolut ive us oQ these ar'. 

But, [lture aga iii, solmel i lt ,.Xt iiningreIt s are heingo deve loped by tie IHP 

st udieus that ch;llgu i-atier ,uhs t l Iall some io l assplti .sal , of d llnons[-:tl For 

exampI e , teurmit-us, ill I)nbol tlie lusr 't and grass land l oimies appIea)r to be far 

m1o10re i mpotant inl vuget at ion harvosLt thal "noWINdssulit.iniit Eveninl iii tle 

Southwester rI.,s., termn itesr colsiimne ten times more b iomiass th an livestock (9(). 

If this is true in the [.5., where tumiln ,s arc hirelv visible, the role of 

Ltrmittes in sth-Sahllrail ecosysLems his prohallIv been iinde r'st i mat cd. (Sue 

Fig us 52 andll] It) Iln;iddlii iton to tc m ites, a large aimount of eergli- i

div urt, d to otheir forims oif ilurts and mliciroo g;ismiins at all t ages in Ih 

food Cli.ill. i,:.eX l;lI ori'a1 ;r.> ,. is 1u:4 .- I 'heFoi 1" , 1-. jll 1 . 

iva i!;ible green veguttat iinderl" lt ['us he ainu1 tall ,eNi iit :;ih -S" hi Zon1es 

)r A-r i ca. 



Fi gure 3') Termi t is consumc zi Ial-i(ecpo17 iLl On f tile b iomass 
L!ne rg y ill tile sub- S 11iirlan Oll2 

('11 Ut J 1~ k- lIl t:lo ll : 
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Van Dyne (49), in summarizing the IPB studies, states that a characteristic 

of these range ecosystems "which seems surprising is the relativ, Lv small- pro

portion of net primary produtt ion that enters the g.ralJug food chain. Thus, 

when one summarizes the energy f low through the Shortngrass Prairie System (less 

than 800 mm of rainfall), of the total solar energy inpult in terms of the 5-month 

growing season, cattle capture only (0.00037- bit this is a very importnant and 

tasty perc ent age." The importait point he ire is that we need to kmow fat- more 

about energy flow to man tiuro gh animals, and we need to plan how man cain best tap 

these range ecosystems, on a suistaiied basis, for food needs. 

The "cul tural en iergy" inpit for range l ivestock )rodlti('t ion in the regions 

south of the Sahara is Il'ely manpower. Ail of t he livestock are herded, or 

tended, when they are graz'.i;ing and most ,re litd in i Inclostires or near the 

villages at night. Very littie fossil fuel is expended for range livestock 

production a I tltough some is usti.a'lv riquired for processing> anid del ivery. 

A s[lguificant breakthlronugl in lie efficiency of sunlight enrery "diversion 

to man" was made when ('rop ciltivat ion was developed . (Figure M Man cou]d 

now se l ect and develop ip plants for Ihis spec ifi' eeds arid coneentrate 

cii Itura prat't ices on maximiriri lprcoduic t i on. Lnder somire modern itens ive t t i

vation systeimrs, the effi ci encv " f qunlnl iuht enprg'l.' captuie' has exceeded 3 percent, 

while the thlcretical eff ici enc',its of conv'n .rh ion have been caul'nI'attd at 5.3 

percent for Lot& l energy ind 12 pe rcent f'or v is ib light c-;h i :irnt .ergv (31). 

Recent ieseart'ii indicat es thit , in at',as of high sol;r input (,ich as tlie Sahel), 

it is possibl,, to incrtast it' encrty t' uprt by phiot osvnt li,-;is to abot 5i7 by 

growing pIl;nts in tlit gri'nt htr se inr a CO, en r ichedi tmospthlre.', 

An exam ina,'t ion of ',n'ry low patte'ns on the wort'ld's cilt ivated lands 

reveals solmt' intere.stin g liistorica trends. Throughi the years, ilarmers iii 

the mtore devel oped iointrit es have steadilv mechan ized by sihstittnt Ig machlines 
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Figure 34. 	 Animal traction is being promoted as an 
appropriate technology for farmers in the 
reg ion. 

Figure 35. 	 A modi fed plow with metal point is more 
effect iv ii) breaiking the hard pan than 

1
the older woodt p ows. 
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for menial labor, horsepower, or mulepower, thus shifting to a dangerous depen

dence upon depletable fossil fuels. For exanmple, in t-he U.S. about 5 million 

tractors have been suhst it it ed for about 22 millio horses and mules. As a 

imeaSulrl of progress, over SO mi I I ion acres of land, that was requi red for 

forage and feed irodL ion, has now beell ruI 'sed for di rect product iol of 

food for people. however, as N resiIlt o f this increase in mecli zi,.ation on 

croplands in the United States, energy flow patterns have been significantly 

changed. Horsepower, ml epower, omen power, and manpower operate on the solar 

energy col l ct ed by vegetation -- a coilntinuing resource for all practicil purposes. 

TIractors ind machiner utilize fossil rue -- a finlate and denpIetable resource. 

The trend toward iechanizlation on farns is litr tjonrietd to tht developed 

count 1i"s. IlI l1S11, .FAO t that about million tracto rsM atima t there were 6.1 

in tlie world. Twentv ve:i rs 1Wtet lhis :luliib r had exceeded 15l.5 mnillioil and 

tht nilillile rs i' i np toI inicreist Tile t wari in title (53). trend mc'hani;:,ation 

Saelt is it'tIilIrlx iviiv slow but, live rt lie .ss, imcasti aleit - aIld, ''an obvious 

point of twitrl'vtrs''. Studies are lOW IIIIderWaV ini 'ls to tile Africaln coIn

t rits tile "aippr priiate techut ' logits." But, the prrt,,ccss is .lows and, in slmeon 


cases, based up n tilt iilSe aslpl tti l that c'oult ri es can sov allthese Ie 

their Ilabor al we li )rei l s il the :n riciltLuix'il sector, while other 

bits iness ail in idll v ' rhVi p ini v int t Ilil itritit nI'I telil l' ica eri. 

Sevecal dtieve I lli lt ,tiet Oltis ,i' P rl lc Iv ing all imal t ractiopret)isnil 


as the next "iogiCil" iaproprit e technoIotgy for the small farmir. Yet , there 

is little or I10 tl:o till t l i a'and icuiiiire nicnL" for the ,.hinko\ or iiisr'sepower. 

These aiimniam i ll re! iiqi i a;ilad base aind, if they arie reaily Cxpei'ted to per

lorm, teiv iltnoti ,aiuptla nt il fetd -- alnot h.r land coiwitmint. Evei with ithe 

liig'h cost11 of pt iltileu , ri1 ori'and n cwiilt :iliLitiit lilyt, ,be miorct sp, i;i] lit 

IteasiblIt t han aiimal L itr 11nti- particula rlV if s vela ;i l-ilIt i aniiil loopeilte 

i l te ptrclih se ;lltd opo ratio n11. 



Figure 36. Expensive fossil fuel is required to process
 
and transport these peanuts to market. Petro
leum shortages are a serious constraint to
 
development in the sub-Sahara.
 

Figure 37. An experimental bio-gas operation utilizing
 
manure in Ethiopia. 
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More imagination is needed in approaching the ene+rgy problems of the 

sub-Sahara. Some very modern and rather sophisticated technologies may have 

direct application in the very near future. For example, the shortage of 

wood for cooking, and the relatively large expenditures of poor people for 

wood, should indicate more research and development on small solar cookers, 

biogas from manure, or even selected use of petroleum. The cost of refores

tation is very high and the land requi ren for sustained wood production
 

relatively great in view of the direct needs for land for food production.
 

Reforestation could be concentrated on marginal lands and small woodlots
 

around villages if the energy problem could be approached with other alter

nat ives.
 

Figure 31 presents a schematic diagram of energy flow for cultivated 

ecosystems. Althouhh solar enury capture takes place only at the farm level, 

.energy sttbsid is are required Lhro ,Ij'ouL the syst em. Energy is consumed in 

the pr parition and use o f agricultural chemicals, fertilizers, farm machinery, 

seed and other SUlppies. Energv is also consumed in the process of planting, 

cultivat:ion, and harvest ing; and large amounts of energy are consumed in 

processing,, storage, packaging, and transportation before the finished product 

reaches the consumer level where fuel for cooking becomes important. 

As production 1l'vels ,icrease in the Sahelilan/Sudan igin zones, it is 

inevitable that more fossil fuel wi II be required for fert K izers for the 

processing and sto race of foods. and in the transnr;ir ion ,.oi.t r. Also, 

as housing and living conditions improve, more energy from biomass as well 

as fossil fuel and hvdroeiectric power will be needed (see Figures38 and39 ) 
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Figure '38. 	 Part of the bi.omass energy consumed in the 
sub-S,'l ran zones is in the grass "thatch" 
used for roofing. 

S4t
 

Figure 39 . Adobe prepa rat ion near Kadug Ii iln the Sudan. 
liis L1n, w I I requi re an increasing amount of 

ullrgv ;aS Lilte arca dlevelops. 
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A few comments on energy follow:
 

"I share the same skepticism about government reforestation projects
 

as economically unfeasible" (correspondence)
 

"indeed insects are probably more important than most people realize"
 

(field interview)
 

--- "small animals consume a large portion of the biomass" (field interviel)
 

"with some modification, this system of biogas production from manure
 

could be practical (field interview)
 

--- "the group is slowly becoming believers in animal traction" (field
 

interview)
 

--- "the real shock of wood shortages will be in the near future" (field
 

interview)
 

--- "Energy scarcities and price increases will have a substantial impact
 

on agriculture in the near future and will define many new research
 

priorities" (45)
 

(d) Vegetation management
 

Most of the land area in the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones (over 80%) is uncul

tivated. Therefore, the key to productivity and stability lies in effective
 

vegetation management. Food production from these range lands comes primarily
 

from the grazing animal (both domesticated and wild), although there is proba

bly more direct harvest of fruits, seeds, and other edible plant materials in
 

the sub-Sahara than in most natural range ecosystems. (Note: Wood harvest
 

and forest management are covered in other sections of this report).
 

Some of the primary management tools available to manipulate the vegeta

tion complex to maximize livestock production are: (1) livestock management
 

(stocking rates, mixtures of livestock classes;, seasons and systems of grazing),
 

(2) the use of fire (prescribed burning based upon sound fire ecology studies),
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(3) wildlife management, including population control, (4) rodent and
 

predator management and control, (5) vegetation replacement by reseeding
 

and deferrment, (6) brush or tree management, harvest, or control,
 

(7) insect and disease control, (8) selective mechanical treatments and
 

structures (such as water harvest, range pitting, etc.), (9) selected
 

use of fertilizers and pesticides when economical, (10) supplemental
 

feeding to remove the pressure from the range at critical periods,
 

(11) water development and salt distribution, and (12) miscellaneous other 

management tools, including "people management." 

Most of these vegetation management tools are not used in the region
 

due to the overriding problem of uncontrolled stocking rates and traditional
 

transhumance or Nomadic grazing patterns. In addition, there are no good
 

long-term ecological studies which cover the wide variance of climatic
 

situations, including vegetation response to drought. Plant and soil
 

succession-regression patterns have not been clearly identified for the
 

various 	range -ypes.
 

In spite of these deficiencies in the knowledge base, there is ample
 

scientific evi.dence to indicate that these range ecosystems are fragile and 

the range trend is downwjrd. Vegetation destruction takes place at a faster 

rate inr. the Sahel ian/S"da n ian Zones than in arid areas of comparable rainfall. 

in most other parts of the world -- probably clue to the distribution of rain

fall, the long disastrous hot dry season, and the sensitive soil types. 

There 	are also indications that Lhe effects of drought in the region are more
 

severe and lon-g-lasting. A:s an uxampL.eL, i.t Us possible to sustain perennial 

vegetation under lri.w(Stock grazi ng in the Southwestern U.S. below the annual 

rainfall isohye of 300 mm (1( i nchus) ; whreas in the sub-Sahara some ranges 

have retrogressed to annual vegetation (except scattered brush) up to the 

600-800 mm isohyet.
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A limited number of range improvement projects have been established
 

in the sub-Saharan zones. The initial investment in fencing and physical
 

facilities for these studies is high. Also, it takes time to lay out
 

vegetation plots and develop the baseline data needed to monitor the effects
 

of grazing. Few development agencies seem to understand that it takes time
 

to collect good data on climate-vegetation-soils-livestock-wildlife-insect
 

relationships. Therefore, most agencies become disenchanted with the
 

projects and, almost without exception, close the studies too soon and
 

condemn tne range research projects as "failures." As a result, no one
 

is collecting quality long-term vegetation trend information. Rather,
 

the quantitative research is sacrificed and more emphasis is being placed
 

on quick-return type studies and "demonstration" oriented projects. While
 

these demonstrations are needed, they deal with so many variables and
 

management changes, that little new information is likely to be added to
 

the knowledge base.
 

The potential exists in both the Sahelian and the Sudanian Zone for
 

doubling the productivity of the range lands. Appropriate comments on range
 

livescock ecosystems follow:
 

--- "The rangeland is the most important resource of local food production.
 

It should become a national priority to preserve and improve this resource and,
 

therefore, increase the efficiency and output of livestock Iroduction." (54)
 

--- "It proved impossible to refuse water to herdsman and grizing loads soon
 

reached levels two to three times greater than the vegetation could sustain.
 

Cattle were soon dying, not from lack of water, but from starvation, and an
 

area was devastated by trampling and grazing for 10-12 miles around the water
 

holes (34).
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--- 

--- "Therelis no ecological niche for sheep; they are very damaging to the
 

vegetation" (Field interview)
 

--- "The development potential of Sahelian rangeland is not very great;
 

some increased production may be expected by higher per animal yields and
 

by reduced losses, and through drought proofing, but the scope of further
 

development is limited. (26)
 

--- "Increased water availability by bore holes is a misLake wiLhout live

stock management" (Field interview)
 

"Most livestock development schemes here in Africa, regardless of who
 

financed them, have not come up co expectations in spite of the substantial
 

investments" (Field interview)
 

"The average stocking rate in the area was about two animals per hectare...
 

the recommended rate should be about one animal per five hectares." (Field
 

interview)
 

--- "The livestock sector represents an important force in the future economic
 

growth of Revolutionary Ethiopia. Priority has, therefore, been given to the
 

expansion of ... this traditional and poorly exploited economic sector by way
 

of introducing rangelands improvements.., and group ranches." (55)
 

"Water is not used as a tool for range management, but it is used for
 

political reasons to gain support from the people in the desert" (Field
 

interview)
 

--- "We ,.uggest that the area t -aditionaliy grazed by the Humur tribe be
 

identified, mapped, and modified into a huge ranch through the following proce

dures... (56)
 

--- At a range research facility near El Obeid, Sudan, there was good esta

blishment by broadcast seeding of species of Andropogon and Panicum (Field
 

notes)
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--- 

--- 

--- "I don't know how to cut livestock numbers since numbers are important
 

for prestige..." (Field interview)
 

"The best way to control grazing is by zontrol of the water points...
 

It is possible to reestablish perennials." (Field interview)
 

"The only approach to grazing control is through cooperation and the
 

formation of grazing associations" "Field interview)
 

--- "There is no attempt to identify or assign citizenship to the livestock
 

producers" (Field interview - near Lake Chad).
 

--- "The government should subsidize the cost of supplemental feeding.- and,
 

in return, charge fees for grazing" (Field interview)
 

--- "The cattle in the area are herded together but incividually owned" (Field
 

interview)
 

--- "The concept of range management is not being adopted by the AID decision
 

makers" (Field interview)
 

--- "Grazing land and forest land is open to all... though the village Chief
 

may exert some control" (Field interview)
 

--- "Perennials were in the area at one time and it may be'possible to bring
 

them back" (Field interview)
 

3. Education and Research: Investment in Progress
 

Four items are included under this discussion of education and research,
 

(a) Education and training, (b) Basic and applied research, (c) Extension and
 

technology transfer and (d) Coordination and communication for development.
 

(a) Education and Training - The first rung on the long ladder to adequate
 

food production is education at all levels: indeed, this is the basis for all
 

economic and social progress. Most studies have continued to emphasize this
 

fact and yet there are more illiterate people, in actual numbers, in the
 

.,dhelian/Sudanian Zones than at any time in past history. Basic public educa
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tion is not keeping pace with population growth. The educational problems
 

of the sub-Sahara are more serious than in many other less-developed regions
 

of the world because of the Nomadic patterns of living and the variation in 

cultures and traditions. In spite of large public expenditures on education 

by these countries, over 80% of the people cannot read or write their own 

language.
 

To make progress in food production and resource conservation, the most 

frequently cited needs in the region were for technical training below the 

Bachelor's level, for more college training in agriculture and related special.

ties, and for a stronger core of graduate-trained scientists and administrators. 

Education must eventually be established at all levels. The countries 

in other parts of the world that have made the most ranid progress in the last 

3-4 decades have established minimum educational, standards for all children 

usually with requirements through the 5th grade levels. Even this minimum would 

be difficult to enforce in this Region because of large and varied populations 

and the serious lack of teachers trained to work with these cultures. 

There is a special need, particul;arlv in West Africa, to biend the tradi

tional. European Universitv systems with tithe American svstms of hi gher educat ion. 

For African students, graduate training in agricultural scic ce in the U.S. tends 

to be more practical and thus better adapt.ud to the immediate problems of food 

production in the region. Also, African students with overseas training repeatedly 

stressed the importance of training in similar ecologicn zones to tLhose where 

they would return for work, i.e., universitius in arid ;ld semi-arid areas. 

One of the most imlportant progr;ans to increase food plroduction in the sub-

Sahara is to build educationa l insti Lti"ns within tie countries tlhe selves. At 

present, the strongest and best agricultural edii'ation program is at Ahmadu 

Bello University in Zaria, Nigrila, whirr thpre was Parly invo vment by the 

Rockefeller Foundation and Kansas State University. Others, suchI as tle Univer
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sity of Khartoum, have made some progress in recent years. However, most of
 

the Sahelian/Sudanian countries, either do not have college-level agricultural
 

training programs or have made only a fair suart toward this goal.
 

To build and maintain a strong core of highly-trained leaders not only
 

depends upon the educational programs at home or abroad, but it requires the
 

creation of an in-country environment to hold this trained manpower. There
 

is nothing more discouraging than to see "the trained mind locked into a work
 

environment that will not permit growth and development." There is still a
 

serious "brain-drain" in some sub-Sahara countries in spite of the fact that
 

these countries require a period of work at home after overseas training.
 

To hold this badly-needed trained manpower requires not only a good professional
 

work environment, but housing, laboratory or experiment station facilities,
 

budgets and a stable political system. Some professionals do not even have
 

access to professional journals in their fields.
 

In August, 1980, the American Council on Education released a report on
 

African manpower development which emphasized that "there is a greater need
 

in Africa for manpower development than in any other major world area. This
 

shortage is seriously hampering economic and social devel opment." (57) 

Some other quotations on education and trainintg follow:
 

"Trained mnanpower and manager0il ski lls are in short supply" (14) 

"Etliopia at one time had the highest level of trained manpower in all 

of East Africa" (Field interview) 

"The professional incentives are not there.. (Field interview) 

'"We are training professionals for Saudi Arabia... housing is a drawback, 

... the need for more professionN contacts,.., the need for additional facili

ties and budgets" (Field interview)
 

--- "Training is a special pIroblem here because tie Frenc h system.. does not
 

prepare them for entering graduate school" (Field interview)
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--- "The young nationals are poorly trained.., some are really concerned about
 

the problems but the majority are interested only in thier personal or profes

sional status.., training is often too theoretical" (Field interview)
 

--- "Major constraints to food production in the area: 
 First, lack of trained
 

personnel dedicated to the job" (Field interview)
 

--- "The veterinarian program here is 
very strong, very professional and very
 

close" (Field interview)
 

--- "Any ties to the U.S. should be in areas that are ecologically similar"
 

(Field interview)
 

--- "It is difficult to find people with practical agricultural training (Field
 

interview)
 

"serious need for laboratory-type technicians" 
(Field interview)
 

"U.S. universities are 
very fussy about accepting students... probably
 

lacking an understanding of the French system... Lnd 
an unwillingness to adjust
 

to 
the needs of the African student" (Field interview)
 

--- "
....many of the graduate students were trained 
at a level which is too
 

sophisticated for return to 
their country" (Field interview)
 

--- "The highest priority should be 
to build the national (education and
 

research) structures" (Field intcrview)
 

--- "the farmer has very poor managerial capabilities to adapt to newer
 

technology..." (Field interview)
 

--- "The critical professions needed 
are ecology and range management...
 

they also need people specialized in hydrology" (Field interview)
 

--- "the long-term social impact of education is not 
being adequately recog

nized by any of the development agencies" (Field interview)
 

--- "some trained personnel migrate out of the country to 
better jobs, part'cu

larly to France" (Field interview)
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--- "Education in the Sahel. falls far short of serving the needs of the rural 

majority. Few of the Sahelian countries have yet achieved more than an esti

mated 10% adult literacy rate. The estimated rate for all Africa is 17%." (14) 

--- "And the people of West Africa can be relied on to build a better future 

for themselves .... Lack of education divides the people more than anything else;
 

... tribal affiliations are important and have to be taken into account." (19)
 

(b) Basic and Applied Research
 

There is a special need in the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones for more research
 

directed toward the unique problems and opportunities in the region. The oft

repeated comment, "We already know far more than we can apply" should not
 

distract from the immediate need for more specific information on the problems
 

of food production and resource management in this particular ecological situa

t ion. 

The international agricultural research centers - particularly ICRASAT
 

and ILCA, are doing a commendable job in the region considering their broad
 

mandates. Most of the research programs in the ministries ot agriculture are
 

in their infancy and struggling with a limited professional. staff and the lack
 

of facilities and funds. Nigeria, particularly through the research institutes
 

at Ahmadu Bello University, has the most advanced food research programs,
 

followed by Kenya, Sudan and Senegal. However, the bulk of the in-country
 

research is directed toward crop production with the focus on irrigated lands
 

or high rainfall zones. This decision to make the first major effort on the
 

most productive lands is logical for the short-run, but it tends to neglect
 

the livestock sector and the problems of resource deterioration in the arid
 

zones.
 

Based upon interviews and background knowledge of arid and semi-arid
 

lands, it is recommended that more research emphasis be placed on:
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(1) Energy flow in agricultural ecosystems with emphasis on conservation
 

and renewable energy alternatives to capitalize on the abundant solar energy
 

input in the region. Following the pattern of the IBP desert and grassland
 

biome studies, there is a need to more clearly identify the amount of photo

synthetic energy captured )y the vegetation and the distribution of this
 

biomass through the ecosystems.
 

(2) The role of insects, rodents, and other biological populations in
 

these biomes ond the possibilities for the diversion of more biomass to the
 

human population.
 

(3) More effective water use and improved infiltration on range and
 

crop lands.
 

(4) Vegetation re-establishment, vegetation management under livestock
 

grazing, and vegetation response to climatic fluctuations.
 

(5) The role of fire in the sub-Saharan Zones with emphasis on such
 

questions as (a) How much does fire improve forage quality? (b) How much
 

does fire reduce annual forage production? (c) What are the changes in plant
 

species composition under annual burning? (d) How does fire affect reproduc

tion of desirable plants -- particularly tree and brush species?
 

(6) The problm of fert-ility maintenance in rainfed cropping systems
 

with severe limitations in organic matter availability;
 

(7) The trade-offs with various levels of "appropriate technology,'' 

for example, how much land must be committed to the maintennnce of animals 

in animal traction systems? 

Other research priorities are disc'ussed in different sections of this 

report. The above list is an example of the need for some integrated basic 

and applied research directed specifica lv toward the sub-S:ahar:an arid and 

semi-arid zones. The challen ge to double food prodi'tion in 20 vears, and 
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yet protect the resource base in this fragile environment, cannot be met 

with the present knowledge base. Hopefully, continued research, some of which 

may be rather fundamental, will reveal 
some new ways to deal with these diffi

culties. A few pertinent quotations on research follow.
 

--- "A major element of the development problem in the Sahel is its staggering
 

complexity. Management 
 of renewable natural resources involves simultaneous
 

consideration of many variables" (58)
 

--- "All of the government people have high expectations from the research
 

and development programs. This is probabl.y unrealistic" (Field interview)
 

'"There is a major need to decentralize research and technology transfer"
 

(Field interview)
 

--- "Among the consrraints to food production include research on better
 

varieties" (Field interview)
 

--- "Research in the Region is fair huit concentrated in the narrow irrigated
 

sector" (Field interview)
 

(c) rxtension an(i Technolog.y Transfer 

While new information must be cont inualv developed for the area through 

research, the problem of transferring this inlformat ion to the fie1d and adapting 

it to the probl ems of Lhe farme r and pastoral ist must ree,ive a higher priori tv. 

The adaptation or new knowledge to .mprove on the traditional systums dupunds 

upon the availabilitv of trained exrension specialists who understand the native 

cultures, who speak their dialects, who have something to say, and who can ga in 

the respect of the food produur and lomemnaker. 

The extension effort shou,ld not: only be aimed at tihc adult population, 

hut shouilId serve as the core for ;gricultural and home management vouth programs, 

such as the 4-Il or I"FA-typr programs of the I'.S. and othner count ries. The 

meager public school programs are not desi gned to do this pract i(al youth training. 
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Extension skills are unique and too few people have mastered this art.
 

Also, financial support for extension activities is difficult to obtain in
 

a marginal economy and the rewards to the extension specialist are usually
 

not as great as the rewards for other professional efforts. 

Comments on this issue gained during his study are listed here.
 

--- "Progress depends a lot on the ability of the extension service. To build
 

numbers of extension workers is not important, but to keep them working with
 

farmers and livestock producers is the key" (Field interview)
 

--- "The extension services are poor, but the recent move toward specialization
 

may be an improvement" (Field interview)
 

--- "Trained people will not work in the field ... until you saturate the desk 

jobs, they won't go into the field" (Field interview) 

--- "...but the problem of transferring technology to the farmers is a major 

drawback" (Field iWnreview) 

--- "Extension here is horriblv bureaucratic and there are not enough trained 

people" (Field intreview)
 

--- "Technology transfer is the major problem to doubling (food) production
 

in the next 30 years ... The responsibility is now on the individual countries"
 

(Field interview)
 

--- "for the Nomadic-type people ... the first step was to try to provide
 

some training for the adIlts" (Field intrvview)
 

--- "extension programs are very weak ... problems of funding arnd transpor

tation .. little consideration to the role of livestock (Field interview)
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(d) Communication and Coordination for Development
 

One important aspect of the process of development critical to this vast 

land area south of the Sahara with its wide variety of cultures and resources 

is the problem of communication among the people and agencies and the lack 

of coordination of effort. The most obvious opportunities for improvement 

are: (1) Among multi-natiinal development agencies and organizations such 

as those listed earlier in this report, (2) Between development organizations 

and the country governments, (3) Within the governments themselves and among 

the various governmental agencies, (4) Between the governments and the people 

they serve, and (5) Among and between professional groups, i.e., veterinarians, 

range ecologists, agronomists, economists, etc. 

Ambassador Asante (19) s:ated that Iorogress will be limited unless region

al cooperation is intensified and put on a permanent basis." The Consultative 

Group for Desertification Control in March 1980, emphasized the "need for 

sustained exchange of information, particularly between the countries of the 

region, with respect to problems, plans, projects, programmes, technologies,
 

institutional arrangements, supporting measures and achievements in combating 

desertification." (36) Few people working for Donor organizatiafs know what 

other donors are contributing and for what programs. The West African Club 

du Sahel secretariat has helped to coordinate these efforts in recent years, 

but there is little contact between these Club countrie; and the Sahelian/ 

Sudanian zones in East Africa. In one instance, the representative of a 

supporting agency for ICRASAT did not know of their support or that there 

was an ICRASAT office in the same city. 

The total development assistance to some countries on a per capita basis 

approaches or exceeds the per capita income of the people within the countries. 

These large sums of money, coming from numerous outside sources, form the base 
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for politically important activities. One development official stated that 

some LDC's become very astute at maneuvering these development sources to 

ma...ize the country funding. In some cases, such development assistance may 

be diverted to more politically important than economically, socially or 

ecologically important projects. Poor communication may, indeed, work to 

the advantage of certain individuals or organizations. .owever, for the 

most part, it is safe to assume sincerity of purpose and a genuine desire
 

to assist the poor people attain a better quality of life. 

To make progress in food production, it is important to closely coordin

ate the functions of agricultural education, research and extension. The 

Title XII amendment was added to the USAID program in the belief that much 

of the progress made in U.S. agriculture has been due to the combined approach 

to teaching, research and extension in our agricultural colleges and universit

ies. In other words, it is not only important to develop new knowledge and 

new techniques but it is important to transfer this knowledge in an efficient 

and expeditious manner to the farmers and business enterprises that can then 

use the information. Furthermore, academic instnmtu'in in foods and nutrition 

should proceed in a setting where students are exposed to the research scien

tists and the extension specialists. Thereby the students and the researchers 

gain some concepts of the problems "out on the farm." 

The U.S. pattern, i.e., combining teaching, research and extension at 

the university level, differs from that in the sub-Saharann countries. In 

these countries, teaching is often rather basic and centered in the universit

ies as in Europe, while the major programs of research and extension are 

handled by Federal Agencies or Ministries of Agriculture rather than hy the 

universities. As a result, students may not get direct expusre to applied 

scientists; and commun icat ion problems tend to develop among .lgr ,i] tNri 
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teachers, researchers, and extension specialists. Also, there is value in
 

the direct exposure of the university faculty to the problems of the farmer.
 

Such contact tends to redirect the research effort and underline the impor

tance of technology transfer.
 

It would not be possible, or desirable, to transfer all functions of
 

teaching, research, and extension into the universities in the African coun

tries. There has been only one successful attempt in the region to do this -

at Ahmadu Bello University in northern Nigeria. The program there is working
 

well but still the subject of discussion and controversy. However; even
 

if the programs cannot be centralized at the university or regional level, 

a more serious approach to coordination is essential to progress in food
 

production.
 

In the present political environment of the region, some possible approaches
 

to the communication and coordination problems may be: (1) an expanded mandate
 

for the international agricultural centers, (2) enlarging the Club du Sahel to
 

include sub-Saharan East Africa, (3) a subdivision of OAU charged with the
 

Sahelian/Sudanian Zones, such as SAFGRAD, (4) more seminars and workshops with
 

regional problem orientation, (5) breaking the language barriers with more
 

French-English technically trained personnel and equipping the nationals with
 

better training for communicating in the local dialects.
 

Some statements from the field study about communication problems are
 

shown below:
 

"There is poor communiccation among the agencies and organizations involved 

in international development" (Field interview) 

--- "There is concern about the absorptive capacity of the countrv to handle 

the variu (Field interview)ls amounts of development aid" 


--- "it is difficult to gut cooperation from the French..." (Field interview)
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"perhaps they could do a better job of tying extension to research" (Field
 

interview)
 

"The 1970 drought forced various groups concerned with development to get 

together and prepare for the next drought" (Field interview)
 

--- "The Institute du 
Sahel holds annual meetings to pull researchers from
 

the eight countries together to interact on 
research results and directions
 

(Field interview)
 

--- "everyone that works for a development agency should learn "ot only the
 

predominant Language but 
the local dialects before making generalizations
 

abou- the people" (Field interview)
 

4. Focus on the Food Producer
 

All too often, people seem to forget that governments, bureaucracies,
 

and even food conferences do not produce food, "only farmers produce food,
 

and %hey must have the incentive to produce." (59) Farmers and pastoralists
 

must have the right political, social and economic environment in which to
 

operate. The focus must therefore be on the food producer. Thus, the effec

tiveness of agricultural development will depend, not 
only on our ability to
 

find solutions to the problems through research and our ability to 
transfer
 

this information to the farmer, but, more importantly, on the ability of the
 

producer to put new technology into practice. The key issues here are econo

mic incentives, availability of capital 
and long-term credit plus recognition
 

of cultural, religious or traditional barriers to change.
 

Most studies in the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones indicate that change will
 

occur if the right incentives are provided. Wortman and Cummings (44)
 

emphasize that "... traditional farmers must be brought into the market
 

economy."
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Individual families must be encouraged to produce a surplus above main

tenance needs "so that the total output of the locality exceeds total local 

requiroments and permits sales in urban centers, other rural regions, or in 

international markets." Dr. Irwin T. Sanders, in discussing the institutional 

and cultural obstacles to expanding food production, stated that the peasant 

in the underdeveloped countries tends to be somewhat fatalistic about progress. 

But more basic, he states, are such factors as: (I) The peasant's way of life 

is often built around adjustment to (at time submission to) nature and not 

its mastery; (2) Agricultural practices which do exist, despite their back

wardness, have stood the test of time. They at least afford a pattern of 

survival--stripped to the bare essentials from generation to generation; and 

(3) Part of the peasant's apathy and negativism is based on observed failures 

of innovations which were introduced by people outside the community who 

did not understand the cultural background of the peopie. 

Recent reports for many of the developing countries following the advent 

of the "Green Revolution" are most optimistic about stimulating individual 

initiative in the farmer or pastoralist. But, the problem in this part of 

Africa is perhaps more difficult because of traditional transhumance migr:ition 

no land ownership or good Land tenure arrangements, the relatively high costs 

of limited farm inputs such as fertilizers, unstable prices of farm products 

which assure no profit margin, lack of credit and improper tax structures 

and policies. Hotes (60) of the World Bank states, "There is no substitute 

for suitable price policies. Farmers require a credible assurance of adequate 

returns before undertaking the effort required to increase productivity." 

Field interviews indicate that "adequate economic incentives" will bring 

about progress in food production in spite of the many other barriers that 

appear to inhibit change. 
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There are 
two major financial needs in food and fiber production. First,
 

risk capital must be available because of the variability in climatic condi

tions. Secondly, a source of long-term crediL is necessary for continued
 

development.
 

In the sub-Sahara as 
in many other parts of the world, farming has been
 

for centuries at a subsistence level -- that is, meeting only the needs of the
 

family or local area. To convert these farms to 
a system in which production
 

is primarily for off-farm markets, the farmers must be able to 
purchase ferti

lizers, seeds, machinery, and other input 
resources. "Farmers in traditional
 

subsistence economies are understandably wary of assuming new risks because
 

they are so close to the margin of survival." (61) A reliable source of
 

capital and credit is one way to remove this traditional barrier to progress.
 

These Sahelian/Sudanian nations must ask themselves 
some serious questions
 

about capital and credit for food production where crops are grown and harvested
 

on a seasonal basis, where climatic conditions are unpredictable, and where
 

crops and livestock are subject to the ravages of insects and disease.
 

Although this report, as well as several others on 
the Sahel, treats
 

farming and livestock production as separate entities, the facts show an
 

increasing trend toward ittegration as well. as conflict. Many farmers own
 

livestock and many traditional pastoralists are farming small plots as they
 

move seasonally across 
the zone. Also, there are continual conflicts
 

between Lhe migrant people and the indigenous populations (22). Any plan
 

to build "incentives to produce" must take into account this trend toward
 

diversification and must 
create a desire to reduce conflict and protect the
 

soil and vegetation resources.
 

Some appropriate comments which focus on the economic and political 

environment of the farmer and pastoralist in the region are listed below:
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--- "The Sudan peasant farmers are very quick to learn. Far from being
 

entrenched in their traditional methods, they master proposed technologies
 

surprisingly quickly, that is, if they are financially feasible" (Field
 

interview)
 

--- "The cereals policy's first objective should be to incLease production.
 

Since this is entirely up to the farmer ... the primary motivation is the
 

purchase price" (62)
 

--- "As a rule, grazing is on a communal basis without private land ownership,
 

but herds are individually owned. Because of the possibilities to move to
 

new pastures, there is no incentive to invest in the land or to improve its
 

productive capacity. Under such conditions the individual can maximize his
 

own benefits only by maximizing the growth of the herd; the consequences are
 

overgrazing, range deterioration, regularly reoccurring losses througo drought,
 

and failure to maximize output from the range" (26)
 

--- Increased food production ".... can only be done thruugh subsidies to
 

production factors .... these subsidies should be temporary and taken over by
 

a dynamic and efficient agricultural credit system" (26)
 

--- "There is a need to build incentives... pastoralists live in a highly
 

risk-oriented system... and survival during critical drought periods is
 

more important than making money" (Field interview)
 

"The pastoralists cannot spend a cent for improvement due to the price
 

of meat" (Field interview)
 

--- "the people will accept change ... but it is important to study the
 

systems and habits of people to fit change into their traditions" (Field
 

interview)
 

--- "We need to find out what farmers are doing and why they are doing it"
 

(Field interview)
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... the marketing system is obviously oriented toward the urban consumer
 

... and the prices are held down by organized programs which do not permit 

economic incentives (to produce)" (Field interview)
 

--- 1".... no incentives for grain storage to meet the next drought" (Field 

interview)
 

5. Application of Science and Technology 

(a) Utilizing the Principles of Genetics
 

Genetic improvement in plants and animals is one of the most rapid ways
 

to increase food production in the developing world. Historically, the first
 

phase of genetic improvement is to study the variability and distribution of
 

"existing" plant and animal forms. Good progress has been made in the Sahel

ian/Sudanian Zones to identify the better crop plants and the more productive 

domesticated animals that were traditional to the area. The next step is to 

study new introductions and to strengthen the research which utilizes the 

principles of genetics and brceding to adapt specific plant and animal materials
 

to these peculiar arid and semi-arid environments. The "Green Revolution" was
 

largely based upon the development and adaptation of new cereal grains to the
 

underdeveloped world. Some of these crops were hybrids and some were carefully 

bred andselected without hybridization. The African countries now have access 

to this valuable world genetic bank through ICRASAT, IITA, and the various other 

international agricultural centers. However, it will take many scientific 

man-years of study ir: the region to adapt this genetic base to the environment, 

develop disease resistance, insect resistance, and to improve water efficiency 

for the cyclic wet-dry seasonal rainfall pattern. Because of the cost of 

fertilizer, pesticides, water and other inputs for crop production, genetic 

research offer., the best long-term, energy-efficient hope for improved crop 

production. 
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In the livestock sector, the problems are different. The animals in
 

the area have been selected by the pastoralist for purposes other than total
 

livestock offtake -- such as prestige and risk reduction. There is resistance 

to breeding larger, more efficient animals that consume more forage and cannot
 

survive the stress of drought. While some progress can be made in breeding 

for insect, disease and heat resistance, the greatest production opportunities
 

lie, not with the animal, but with the forage base, and with the opportunity
 

for producing feed supplements or crop residues on cultivated lands. Here
 

again, the economic situation tends to lead to cash crops rather than silage
 

or feeds to "round out" the livestock operation. A few demonstration projects
 

in the area have clearly shown the value of ,UIpplemental feeding not only to
 

add weight to poor range animals but to take some grazing pressure off the
 

range itself. And, as far as the range vegetation base is concerned, there
 

is little hope for the development of any "miracle grass" that can be esta

blished on marginal lands and that can survive unlimited grazing pressure.
 

(b) Proper Use of Agricultural Chemicals
 

The history of man's use of chemicals dates back to the time when he first
 

preserved food with smoke or used salt for flavoring. Today agricultural chemi

cals are an essential tool in the production, storing and processing of an
 

abundant food supply in most areas of the world.
 

The major types of chemicals of economic significance to agriculture are
 

fertilizers, insecticides, fungicides, nematocides, herbicides, chemical addi

tives, and growth regulators.
 

Chemical fertilizers are particularly important to maximize crop yields.
 

World Bank studies show that "on average, for every incremental ton of ferti

lizer, 6-8 inc remeutal tons of .rain are produced in deveLopinp countries." (45) 

However, in the sub-Sahara, fertili [zer use has been largely confined to the 
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Figure 42. 	 A livestock breeding program in Ethiopia 
indicating the potential for improved 
livestock offtake. The rcsearch has not 
been widely adapted to the livestock industry. 
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Figure 43. These cattle are part of a village project
 
in Mall to encouirage supplemental f eding 
with peanut 	 hay. 
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irrigated sector and the high rainfall zones. For rainfed crop production
 

in the marginal areas of the Sahel, fertilizer is not feasible for the small
 

farmer unless the government can subsidize part of the cost.
 

Rock phosphate is mined in some places in the Sahel and the cost is rela

tively low. While some yield r,sponse has been reported for rock phosphate,
 

the greater need is for the more expensive nitrogen. As the genetic base for
 

the important crops improves, the need for a baLanced fertilizer will increase.
 

In the interim period more attention should be paid to the results of long

term agronomic studies, such as those in Upper Volta, which indicate serious
 

yield reductions under continuous cropping even with a balanced chemical ferti

lizer program. The supply of manure, crop residues, and other organic matter
 

is very limited due to the low rainfall, the long dry season, and the demands
 

for these materials as fuel for cooking. If the cropping systems in these 

areas depend on manure for maintaining yields, there is no hope to supply an 

adequate amount --- even with a massive move toward animal traction power. 

Pesticideq are rarely used in the rain-fed cropping systems at present, 

even though there are serious insect problems on all the major crops. For the 

irrigated sector, such as the Gezira development along the Nile, the insect 

infestations are so severe and so varied that large farmers are spraying 8-10 

times per year. Insecticides are sold and applied by air through contract 

arrangements, with inadequate monitoring of the amounts and concentrations, 

and no measure of the environmnt:al impact. The need in the irrigated cropping 

sector is for more biolog ial contro l through a wel I-researched Integrated 

Pest Management (1PM) prog~ram. 

Clemical treatment of livestock pests by dipping and spraying, is a common 

practice, even for the nomadic pastora] ist. These treatments are usuall y 

mandated by the veterinary services f the yovernment. Even in the remote 

areas, these programs appear to be well managed by traned Drofessionals. 
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However, there may be harmful exposure to these chemicals by the herder or
 

the workers handling the -hcraical insecticides. Obviously, more research
 

is needed, not only on the role of chemicals but on the safety aspects and
 

environmental consequences.
 

(c) Appropriate Technology and Energy Alternatives
 

This topic has been discussed earlier under "energy resources" but it 

is well to again point out that a compromise must be established between labor
 

intensive techniques and the degree of mechanization. Even in the developing
 

countries, the trend toward more power, better equipment and improved tech

nology will likely continue as an essential part of any program for increasing
 

production and improving the timeliness of planting, cultivation, harvesting,
 

and processing of food. The pressure to mechanize is more often a risk-reducing
 

decision than a pure economic one; although in the developed countries, studies 

indicate that, even with the high costs of energy, to move back toward mork,
 

labor intensive techniques would require that labor be valued at nearly zero. (63)
 

The so-called large scale "Mechanized Farming" schemes of many of the 

countries of the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones is a subject of much controversy. 

While these operations do not fit into the small-farm mandate of USAID, they 

are one attempt to move the primitive traditional systems into modern-day 

technology. There is a place for this approach, but the issue requires
 

careful study by each country as they face the question of high levels of
 

unemployment and at the same time are confronted with the urgent need for
 

rapid increases in production.
 

(d) Storage, Processing and Delivery Slystems 

The improvement of food storage, prucessing and distribution systems in 

the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones is almost as important as production at the farm 

level. An increase of 25-30% in the food supply available to the consumer is 
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a conservative geal for the countries in the region through improvement of
 

these food conservation activ ities. Recognition of these opportunities is
 

long overdue as is the applied research to investigate reasonable alternatives
 

to the traditional systems.
 

In these subsistence economics, only a small fraction of the food produced
 

gets into market channels outside the community in which it is produced. There

fore, there are two aspects of the food presentation problem in the Sahel which
 

must be examined: (1) food for the farmers and pastoral ists in the rural areas, 

and (2) food for the urban populat in or for people remote from tlie areas of 

product ion.
 

The rural farm family provides as much of their own food needs as possible 

from the family enterprise. let cow peas are stored inGrain sorghum, mKiM or 

thatch structtires, supported by tree Iimbs about a foot off the ground (see 

Figure 44). These storage structuires are usually moisture-proof when new but 

are not free from insect and rodent losses. Peanut s, cerea1ls, or cow peas 

going to the metropol itan areas may be held on the farm until the price situa

t in inNproves or may move Iinto more sophisticated storage and processing 

facilities in the cent ral citievs. 

most o f the homes do not have cevetricity or refrigeration. Consequently, 

perishable crops, such as vegetables and fruits, are consumed mainly during 

the season of harvest. The central markets have citrus., fruits and vege tables 

year-roind but at pri ces beyotd the iench of many fanmilies. Over 60X of the 

averape worker's wage goes to the purchbase of fond. 

fn the rural, areas, it is estimated that over 90Z of the meat is consumed 

without processing or refrigurat ion. Somc villag s slaughter 1-2 times per 

week and the ,t in t lie dav. intthe : whichie is s.,ld I:i Even lar,ger bat oirs,, 


hive dailv slaightecr schedule s, thi butchers kill only about 80-907 of the
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Figure 44. On-farm grain storage alLows the farmer to 
carryover grain until the market improves 
but storage losses are rel-atively high. 
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Figure 45. Animals arc slaughtered in the morning and 

the meat is so]d tie s.ame day. This photo 
shows a camel siaught .r tlei.ity in northern 

Nigeria. 
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estimated daily demand so that the meat can 
be sold out the same day. Never

theless, spoilage and contamination is a problem. Most of the large abatoirs 

visited in the sub-Sahara had available cold-storage units which were not being 

used, probably for valid economic reasons. However, substantial development 

funds are being expended for new cold-storage facilities in some rural villages. 

These cold-storage units will have limited usefulness under the traditional
 

meat marketing systems. All meat moving into Islamic communities must be
 

blessed and killed by a Holy Man. Frozen or refrigerated meat is acceptable
 

to the Moslem market, but "processed meat" (defined differentially) cannot be
 

consumed by the Moslem people.
 

Cattle moving into the larger livestock markets, such as Lagos, are now
 

being shipped by truck (or less frequently by rail) from assembly points in
 

northern Nigeria. Movement to the northern assembly points is on hoof. Many
 

of the cattle moving south to Lagos or Ibadan originate in Chad or Niger and
 

some enter the country illegally. Inspection and veterinary services are 

provided at certain check points regardless of origin or ownership. Trucked 

animals are rarely fed enroute but may be watered by bucket daily. Range 

animals start to market in poor condition, especially during drought, and 

losses enroute to terminal markets are substantial. 

Several studies are now being made in various parts of the Sahelian/Sudan

ian Zones on the marketing systems. Most of these studies point to opportuni

ties for improvement in food storage, processing and delivery systems. 

(e) The Socio-ELconomic Dimension 

In these African regions of diverse cultures, religions, politics and 

traditions, there is a special need for re.earch in the social and economic 

sciences in order to better understand the people and their actions. Over 

and above the basic concerns for food and shelter, there ar'e logical reasons 
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why farmers and pastoralists burn the vegetation, overgraze, or otherwise 

contribute to resource exploitation. There are factors in their social 

environment which perpetuate subsistence farming and discourage development. 

Religious issues are also emerging as important considerations in 

country development activities. Most countries of the Sahelian Zone have 

not faced up to the question of separation of Church and State even though 

they profess religious freedom. The prevention of polarization among
 

religions and between religious and anti-religious groups will be an 

increasing challenge in the years ahead. 

Also, in the background and becoming more important with improved 

education and development, is the sexual issue - the role of women. As 

pointed out by several studies, women are important decision-makers and 

workers, but there is a long tradition of discrimination and male domination 

in many aspects of these societies. AID and BIFAI) are now sponsoring research 

and seminars on sex roles in food production and food distribution systems. 

Data resulting from one study in the African Sahelian Zone, as summarized 

by Dr. Kathleen Cloud, indicates that women play a highly significant role, 

not only in setting the standards of nutrition for the family, but in food 

production, domestic food st'eage, food processing, animal husbandry, 

marketing, brewing, water supply and fuel sources. (64) 

The socio-economic dimension is an important part of any formula for 

progress in the region. Value systems and measures of success are different 

in sub-Saharan Africa from the western cultures. Research in sociology, 

anthropology, psychology, and economics can help provide better ways to bring 

about orderlv change. The teamwork approach, however, is time consuming and 

frustrating. Rapid changes are necessacv in order to provide the basic human 

needs of these expanding populations. Survival is still more important than 

the preservation of culture and tradition. 
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6. Balanced Human Nutrition
 

The ultimate goaL of all fcod production and distribution programs is to
 

improve the nutritional status of each member of the family. 
Robert S. McNamara,
 

President of the World Bank, stated recently, "It is clear now that the 'food
 

problem' is not only a production problem ... but one of balanced nutrition." (45)
 

He further states that in the low income countries as a group... "the absolute
 

number of malnourished has increased over 
the last 20 years." The Presidential
 

Commission on World Hunger emphasized that "Malnutrition takes its greatest
 

toll among, infants and very young children. When malnutrition sets in during
 

the early stages of life, it sometimes kills and nearly always sharply decreases
 

the quality of life." (30)
 

The first concern of mankind is for quantity -- adeqLate bulk to dull
 

the pangs of hunger. Unfortunately, quantity of food is 
,.ot the only factor
 

in planning for an expanding population. Balance is of utmost importance.
 

There are serious deficiencies in the diets of the people of the sub-


Saharan Zones. Some of these deficiencies are unavoidable because of lack
 

of an adequate or balanced food supply and some are 
influenced by tradition
 

or religious beliefs. 
 The average calorie inta :e is now the lowest in Chad 

and Mauritania with an average of about 2100 calories per person per day to
 

a high of 2300 calories in Kenya and Senegal. (14) But, these averages mask
 

the much more severe nutritional problems in some rural areas across the
 

zone. Probably over two-thirds of the region's people have daily or seasonal
 

shortages of food energy. 
The long dry season imposes severe shortages of 

many food items needed in the daily diet. There is evidence of protein, 

vitamin and mineral deficiencies among the children. 

Pratt and Gwynne (10) report that typical pastoralists in West Africa 

tend to be lighter than farmers and do not do as much heavy work. "Their 
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food requirement is, therefore, probably less than that of an agricultural
 

laborer or heavy industrial worker. 2300 calories per adult per day suffices.
 

With the average family of about 6.5 adult equivalents, the family would need
 

about 15,000 calories per day. This can be provided by any combination of
 

milk, meat and blood." Blood is often forbidden for religious reasons in
 

most tribes except the Karimojong and Tarkane. Raw meat is relished by some
 

of the Ethiopian and East Africa groups but less acceptable in the West.
 

Because milk is the pastoralist's basic need, his herd is composed differ

ently to that of the commercial rancher (10). Typically, pastoralists'
 

herds include 50-60% of breeding females.
 

The nutritional status of the family is also limited by the variety
 

and cost of food at the local market place. An adequate choice of foods
 

during the long, dry season is only available in the larger cities and
 

then the cost of fruits and vegetables is very high in relation to the per
 

capita income.
 

7. Effective Development Assistance
 

(a) Food Aid - The Short-Term Problem 

While this report is focused on solutions to the long-term problems of 

food production and resource conservation, it appears necessary to mention 

briefly the short-term approach to hunger. Much of the international debate 

continues to center around Food Aid -- direct gifts to the hungry. Unfortu

nately, those countries where people are presently starving -- countries such 

as those in the African Sahelian/Sudanian Zones -- do not have the purchasing 

power to obtain the food. These poor countries will. require help to feed 

their starving people for many years to come. The production systems are 

just not in place to meet today's short fall. Who then will. produce and pay 

for this food for the staning peoples during the next drought, and how will 

it be distributed?
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Figure 46. The goal for all food systems must be to
 
obtain balanced nutrition for the family.
 

Figure 47. The nutritional status of the 
often I imited by the variety, 
and cost of food at the local 

family is 
availability, 
market place. 
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Effective programs to supply emergency food aid to the hungry depend
 

upon "reserves." The United Nations is attempting to establish a worldwide
 

food security system. The United States has also designed a farmer-controlled
 

grain reserve program. At present, there are no food reserves to carry the
 

sub-Saharan countries through the next drought. The meager on-farm storage
 

and the small amount of storage in the cities will last only a few weeks.
 

It will become more difficult in the future to maintain an adequate 

world-wide food aid reserve because of the demand from countries with purchas

ing power. The Soviet Union, mainland China, and certain other countries are 

becoming more active in "direct" food purchases. In other words, countries 

with surplus production capacity will naturally seek "direct sales" rather 

than holding food reserves because reserves usually impact adversely on local 

prices. Thus, it is imperative that these developing countries in Africa
 

focus on increasing their own production capabilities and reducing their
 

dependence upon emergency food aid.
 

(b) Development Based Upon Long-Term Goals 

None of the countries in the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones are economically 

viable at the present time (with the possible exception of Nigeria). They 

must have outside assistance for orderly development and to provide the 

basic needs for their people. Since most of these nations have few oppor

tunities for mineral or petroleum exploitation, or for industrial development, 

they must look to the agricultural sector for long-term economic viability. 

A good potential for substantial improvement in food production exists in 

each country if they can determine the proper priorities and if they can develop 

the logical approaches to their problems. Due consideration must be given, of 

course, to resource conservation to sustain this devel opment. 

The reliance on multilateral and hilateral development assistance raises 

many questions about the effectiveness of such nssistance: (1) What nations 
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or organizations can provide the assistance? (2) Where should the aid be
 

directed? (3) How should it be administered within the countries? (4) How
 

can aid reach the "poorest of the poor?" (5) What provisions are made to
 

follow up on development projects? (6) What is the "absorptive capacity" of
 

the country to accept development assistance? (7) How can aid stimulate food
 

production without contributing to resource deterioration? These and other
 

questions focus on the effective use and distribution of this outside assis

tance, which, in total value, now constitutes the largest single source of
 

revenue for most of these countries. What is the impact of this development
 

aid on individuals and governments? Obviously, the decisions made about
 

these large sums of currency become politically as well as economically and
 

socially important.
 

A large upsurge in development assistance for the region occurred as
 

a result of the 1968-74 drought and the publicity about the Sahel at the
 

World Food Conference in Rome in 1974. Data on the total aid to the entire
 

zone are difficult to obtain. However, one example, where statistics are
 

available, will serve to illustrate both the distribution and the amounts
 

involved. For Country A, in 1976, the USAID commitments amounted to $38
 

per capita. This was 20% of the total development assistance for that year.
 

The principal benefactor in that year was France, followed by the EEC, the
 

World Bank, Canada, United Nations agencies, Germany, various OPEC countries,
 

and the United States. (14)
 

The ojoj,,c pr!vate voluntary organizations (PVO's) in Country A in 1976
 

were the Catholic Relief Services, YMCA, Africare, National Council of Negro
 

Women, World Vision, and various Christian Missions. The Peace Corps is also
 

active in this country. This development aid went, not only to agriculture,
 

but to roads, buildings, education, and various other economic and social
 

problem areas.
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One of the continuing debates about development assistance centers
 

around the most efficient ways to eventually help the "poorest of the poor."
 

While this question may be raised to some extent by many development organiza

tions, it emerges as a ,ajor issue in the operation of USAID programs.
 

There are two major mandates that are now shaping the development assis

tance activities of AID. One is a mandate from Congress dating back to 1973
 

which states that direwt food aid and development assistance must now be more
 

specifically focused on the vast "poor majority" and the "small 
fimers" of
 

the under-developed world. The second mandate comes from the very high ideals
 

of President Carter which emphasize "human rights" and "basic human needs."
 

(BHN) These new directions are causing considerable turmoil within the U.S.
 

and abroad.
 

Federal legislation relating to AID states as follows under "Sec. 116
 

Human Rights:"
 

"No assistance may be provide(, under this part to the
 
government of any country which engages in a consistent
 
pattern of gross violations of internationally recognized
 
human rights, including torture or cruel, inhuman, or
 
degrading treatment or punishment, prolonged detention
 
without charges, or other flagrant denial of the right
 
to life, liberty, and the security of person, unless
 
such assistance will directly benefit the needy people
 
of such countzy."
 

Note the caveat at the end of this paragraph -- allowing for some
 

flexibility. Nevertheless, all education and technical assistance programs
 

must be designed to consider the "human rights" dimension.
 

The charge by Congress to chart a "new direction" for USAID to reach
 

the poorest of the poor has been interpreted by the Agency to require less
 

emphasis on in-country institution-building and more emphasis on direct
 

technical assistance to the small farmers. Herein lies the controversy over 

how best to reach the rural poor by development assistance. One critic
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stated that this new direction strategy has dominated both AID management
 

and congressional rhetoric and, "As a result, projects intended to build
 

the institutions or infrastructures of developing c- .ntries are now under

taken surreptitiously, if at all ... Instead of rapidly building local
 

manpower capable of tackling rural development priorities, the U.S. has
 

flooded the developing countries with American technicians. These techni

cians have not had and cannot have a meaningful, long-term impact on the
 

staggering problems affecting the impoverished masses: only skilled nation

als and national institutions can achieve that impact." (65) The Title XII
 

Board for International Food and Agricultural Development (BIFAD), over the
 

past three years, has also been concerned alout the small proportion of the
 

AID funds going to institution-building activities.
 

While reluctant to publicly criticize his own agency, one AID official
 

expressed his concern in these words: "A tragic shift from encouraging
 

Third World productivity to merely providing welfare services ... the new
 

'human needs' strategy simply bypasses the elite (the indigenous structure
 

as well) by sending foreign aid directly to the poor as welfare services:
 

health care, etc. The deeper significance of the policy shift is that this
 

strategy substitutes foreign initiatives, values, and resources for indi

genous responsibil ity ... The 'human needs' strategy does not solve Third 

World poverty - it e:pands it." (65)
 

These points are well stated. To ensure local involvement and contin

uity in development projects, more responsibility must be placed on local 

people and institutions. Building this capability in the countries border

ing on the Sahara must receive a high priority. Cotter (65) states it well: 

">host levelo pmelt c:-:pcrts agree that it is in the shortage of high-level. 

manpower, more than any other constraint, that retards development in Africa. 
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This view was unuerlined in an evaluation of 17 African rural development
 

projects for the World Bank in 1975." Asia has 4 times as many university
 

students per capita as Africa, Latin America 5 times as many, and the U.S.
 

over 35 times as many.
 

Development assistance, particularly in the agricultural sector, must
 

be designed to build the in-country incentives to produce at the farm level.
 

Short-term food aid, PL480 programs, and even long-term development assis

tance sometimes interferes with the marketing system or reduces the profit
 

and motivation for the pastoralist or small farmer. Several conferences have
 

been held on this topic and yet no good solutions to the problem have been
 

proposed.
 

Most of the development assistance to the region by outside governments
 

tends to neglect the potential for private enterprise. International aid
 

usually focuses on land reform, service to the poor majority, and other
 

social issues which emphasize governmental action and thus, indirectly, lead
 

to a socialistic approach to the problems. Governments are very inefficient
 

in managing many of the food production, processing and delivery systems in
 

either developed or underdeveloped countries. More attention should be given
 

to assisting in the development of private enterprise activities in the off

farm sectors of the food system as well as stimulation of economically viable
 

competitive farm and livestock units.
 

Shear (66), in discussing the problem of the absorptive capacity of the
 

Sahelian governments to receive and properly utilize external assistance,
 

pointed out that development aid should be localized rather than concentrated
 

in the seat of government. He states that the best in-place structures to
 

absorb aid are the local villages. These traditional villages have a sense
 

of permanency that seems to survive both central government upheavals and
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the ravages of natural disasters. Certainly, they can serve as the focus
 

for extension and technology-transfer programs.
 

Probably the major concern about development assistance from an ecolo

gical viewpoint is the potential which exists for contributing further to
 

the desertification process by haphazard promotion of food production. Nearly
 

all reports on the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones set goals for increases in crop
 

acreage and livestock numbers. For example, the Club du Sahel, in a report
 

on "Strategy and Programme for Drought Control in the Sahel" (22), set gross
 

production targets for maize, millet and sorghum at over twice the present
 

level for the year 2000 (from 4 million tons in 1969-70 to 8.45 million tons
 

by 2000). The Club also set cattle and sheep goals at nearly twice the
 

present level for the next 20 years. While this Club du Sahel report does
 

contain a section on "Ecology and Environment," it is unrealistic to antici

pate that the environmental control mechanisms will be in place in the next
 

two decades to prevent further degradation of the fragile resource base.
 

Director-General Edouard Saouma of the UN Food and Agricultural Organi

zation (FAO) stated recently, "The developing nations themselves have in
 

too many cases accepted a growing dependence on food aid and commercial food
 

imports, and even a decline in nutritional standards, in order to devote
 

resources to projects of national pride or passing attraction, bringing
 

little tangible benefits for the totality of the population, instead of
 

concentrating on the strengthening of the agricultural sector, on which
 

depends the very survival of the nation." (67) Other comments on interna

tional development follow:
 

--- "jumping in with substantLal resources, such as following drought, 

with no basis for taking care of recurrent costs to sustain the 

programs" (Field interview) 
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--- "FAO put substantial investments into the area and had 
a fair program 

started ... then the project was abandoned" (Field interview) 

--- "Most livestock development schemes here in Africa, regardless of who 

financed them, have not come up to expectations" (Field interview)
 

--- "The country is in bad shape economically and could not operate without
 

substantial support from other countries" (Field interview)
 

"USAID is probably the best managed of the public international develop

ment organizations" (Field interview)
 

--- "concerned about expatriots from other countries who do not have a
 

commitment ...." (Field interview)
 

"Food aid will be harder and harder to get ... governments should not 

'cry wolf' unless they really need food aid" 
 (Field interview)
 

--- "concern about the absorptive capacity of the country, i.e., the ability 

of the country to properly handle the large amount of funds coming from out

side" (67) 

--- "the highest priority should be to build up the national structures so 

that nationalists can take over" (Field interview) 

8. The Ecological Balance
 

An important principle that we have learned from the science of ecology, 

combined with the lossons of history and economics, is that "all biological 

populations must ultimately be controlled by habitat limitations." This 

principle applies to Homo sapiens, Bergrothea steelia, and to the species
 

Loxodonta africana, although the lomo sapiens species has a much greater 

ability to adapt to changing conditions and to divert more basic resources 

to his own use. Therefore, at the heart of all food production problems 

and environmental issues, lies the population explosion. Whether we look at 

energy resources, land use, water, chemicals, or other requirements for food 
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production, all nations must become more concerned about population growth
 

and its impacts on the world's environment. Population limitations, hope

fully fostered by voluntary cooperation, family planning, and individual
 

responsibility become a necessity for maintaining a minimum "quality of life."
 

The problem is even more critical in the fragile environments of the world
 

where progress in food production is more than offset by population growth.
 

Nigeria was one of the examples used in a recent World Bank study of
 

certain developing countries. This projection shows that the population
 

momentum will carry Nigeria from the present level of about 90 million
 

people to an eventual 435 million, assuming that "replacement level" fertility
 

will be reached by the year 2040 (68). The Population Reference Bureau
 

reported recently that "Sub-Saharan Africa showed virtually no fertility
 

decline and, with death rates continuing to fall, population growth in Africa
 

has climbed to 2.9%." 

Perhaps our concern about the horrible spectre of hunger today has
 

dimmed our vision of the long-term food problem. We have not hesitated to
 

move medical help into remote areas of the world to save lives. Medical
 

technology has preceded our technology in food production as well as our
 

ecological understanding of nature. Man has influenced nature, removed
 

his natural enemies, and increased his life span. But, even an elementary 

understanding of nature reveals that there are resource limitations to 

population growth. 

In the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones of Africa, mar, lives in a delicate 

balance with other organisms and the physical factors of the environm:ent. 

As more people are added to the population base, as the countries in the 

sub-Sahara adopt more modern technology and increase their per capita incomes, 

the ecological balance becomes more precarious. Decisions made today about 

these important issues, will affect the future of mankind in the region. 

"Never does nature say one thing and wisdom another" 

Anonymous 
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SECTION III
 

ALTERNATIVES FOR ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATI)N INVOLVEMENT
 

A. UNIQUE CAPABILITIES OF THE FOUNDATION
 

Any involvement of the Rockefeller Foundation in the Sahelian/ 

Sudanian Zones should be based on 
the fact that RF has some unique
 

capabilities which are not found in governmental agencies, universities,
 

or multi-national organizations such as the United Nations or the World
 

Bank. The Foundation can release reports and take positions on issues
 

that are controversial. The Foundation can 
operate with flexibility
 

and without a cumbersome bureaucracy. The Foundation has the freeuom
 

to go where it wishes and to sustain programs even when politics change 

or governments topple. These are assets on which to 
build effective
 

programs to combat world hunger.
 

B. RECOGNITION OF SLOW PAY-OFF
 

Since the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones are primarily in low rainfall 

areas and fragile environments, the possibilities for simple solutions 

and rapid increases in food production are remote. Investments in
 

development must be planned with this realization. "Green Revolution" 

technologies will be applicable to only the better soils, the irrigated
 

lands, and the areas with over 800 mm of ra.nfall. Investments in people 

rather than technology may, therefore, receive a higher priority. 

C. THE COORDINATlON ROLE 

As the discussion of this topic indicates, there is a real need 

for improvement in communication and in the coordination of development 

efforts. 
 There are several aspects of this problem where the Rock(-fellr 

Foundation could contribute: (1) at the international region-wide level, 
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(2) within individual countries, (3) among and between professions, and
 

(4) in technology transfer improvement. Mechanisms and manpower require

ments to tackle these problems will depend upon the levels of involvement
 

which are 	considered of highest priority. 

D. 	 BASIC AND APPLIED RESEARCH 

These needs are so great that the Rockefeller Foundation can only 

touch on a few of the high priority research needs. I would propose 

that emphasis be placed on the general areas discussed in section G. 

If this cannot be done, then the priorities should be given to ecosystem 

analysis, understanding vegetation change under grazing systems, energy 

flow, nutrient cycling, biological control of insects (or integrated pest 

management), and techniques to short-cut the hydrologic cycle. Research 

in agricultural economics and marketing that focuses on the "incentive to 

produce" might be effective in bringing about more responsive governmental 

programs and policies. 

E. EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

The Foundation has a long history of support to education and training 

programs. While vocational training is a high priority in terms of increasing 

food production, it is much too expensive for a Foundation and should be 

left to the responsibility of the country governments. On the other hand, 

selected college training is a continuing need and can be approached with 

limited resources and on a priority basis. The greatest needs are for 

(1) building strength in African universities, (2) phasing undergraduate 

students from the African systems, which are based on the European model, 

into the U.S. systems which have more direct application to food problems, 

(3) helping fil the need for range scientists and water conservation

oriented soil. scient -Cs, (4) entomologists with IPM orientation, and
 

(5) other 	selected specialties. 
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Students should be trained in Africa, if possible, or, if trained
 

in the U.S., they should attend colleges in similar ecological zones.
 

Graduate students sent to the U.S. should be required to conduct their
 

research in the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones or on a problem with direct 

application to their home country situation.
 

F. SUPPORT FOR THE INTERNATIONAL CENTERS
 

The role of the Rockefeller Foundation in the initiation and support
 

of the international agricultural research centers is well known. 
 The
 

activities of these centers are impressive. ICRASAT, ILCA, and IITA have
 

recently strengthened their programs in the region. However, the total
 

professional commitment to the fragile environments south of the Sahara 

is minimal. There is room for more support of the CGIAR centers for 

specific programs directed toward the Sahelian/Sudanian Zones. 

G. POSSIBLE NEW THRUSTS
 

1. Water Use and Conservation 

There is a need for a region-wide institute, organization, or mechan

ism to place more emphasis on the critical water resource. What form this 

might take depends upon a number of factors, including resources, coopera

tion with existing centers and country research programs, etc. Such an 

organization should be broad enough to examine the following components of 

water conservation and improved utilization: 

(1) Better analysis of climatic data to predict risk and rainfall 

probabil ities, [ncl uding adjustments to drought. 

(2) Evaluation of water use and water cycling patterns on range 

and cropland to point to the opportunities for increasing hiomass produc

tion. More research on water harvesting, range pitting techniques to 

increase infiltration and reduce runoff, etc. 
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(3) Supplementation of existing data on underground aquifers
 

as a potential for new irrigation development.
 

(4) Studies of techniques to reduce transportation and
 

evaporation and provide ground cover for erosion control. 

(5) Improvements in aquaculture. More intensive management
 

of lakes and ponds for fish or biomass production.
 

(6) Evaluation of techniques to "short-cut the hydrologic
 

cycle" by greenhouse production, etc.
 

(7) More attention to water pollution, salinity, etc.
 

2. Energy Alternatives
 

A major effort should be made to capitalize on the large amount
 

of solar energy available to these arid and semi-arid environments.
 

There is a need for an institute or other mechanism to bring to bear
 

the latest research on biomass conversion, photo-voltaics, heat
 

energy collectors, solar ovens, and other developments in solar energy.
 

The present effort is meager at best. Some of the most sophisticated
 

solar research and development activities should be studied and adapted
 

to the zone. More vision is needed in energy research -- vision which 

is not hampered by the restrictions imposed by the concept of "appro

priate technology." In the solar field the best opportunities might 

well be in the very latest R&D activities of the developed nations. 

This field is changing so rapidly and the energy problems in the sub-

Sahara are so critical that these countries must be kept up-to-date 

on new energy alternatives. 

3. Land-Use
 

The dual challenge to increaise food production and stop the 

progress of the desert will not be attained without a region-wide 
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approach to land-use classification and control. The dust-bowl
 

era in the U.S. produced three programs which were effective:
 

(1) removal of sub-marginal eroded lands from cultivation by
 

government purchase (the Land-Utilization program), (2) the
 

development of economic incentives to encourage proper land
 

use, and (3) providing technical assistance for soil conserva

tion practices.
 

If the countries of the sub-Sahara could be brought together
 

by some region-wide mechanism, perhaps a better data base could
 

be developed and a responsible approach to this problem developed.
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